1 Summary

Statement of the problem

Mental ill health is common. However, whilst the risk of developing any disorder is high, the type and severity of disorder varies. Most mental health is mild and self-limiting, a significant proportion is chronic and causes moderate disability and a small proportion of people suffer life-long, severely disabling illness. Whatever the type and severity, the majority of mental ill health seen by health services initially presents to, and is managed by, primary care practitioners.

Mental health policy has, until recently, focused heavily on the need to provide a range of services for those with the most severe mental illness. However, the National Service Framework for Mental Health makes primary mental health care of central importance by setting two standards that relate directly to the delivery of mental health care by primary care practitioners. There is also a requirement to develop local referral protocols and for mental health promotion to be implemented. In addition, The NHS Plan makes reference to primary care mental health by creating new graduate primary care mental health workers.

The effect of mental ill health on the individual, their relatives and society is profound. For the individual it can affect quality of life, the ability to work and maintain social relationships and even to live an independent life. Mental illness also makes a significant contribution to premature mortality. For families and carers, mental ill health can be a significant burden. For society, the cost of mental ill health is significant as is its impact on employment.

Sub-categories

Mental ill health in primary care ranges from symptoms that don’t reach case definition for a disorder, to clear cases of mental disorder which range significantly in severity and the disability they cause. It is this wide spectrum that makes it hard to categorise mental ill health in primary care into simple groupings for service planning. Levels of care as described by Goldberg and Huxley and the ICD-10 PC (primary care) diagnosis will be used in this chapter to help group the issues under consideration.
Prevalence and incidence

Two national UK prevalence surveys have been carried out. These surveys suggest that at any one point in time approximately 16% of the general population may be suffering from a diagnosable neurotic disorder and 0.4% from a psychotic illness. There are significant differences in prevalence in sub-sections of the population. It is well known that indicators of social deprivation, such as unemployment and homelessness, are associated with an increased prevalence of mental ill health. The burden of illness in any particular general practice will therefore reflect the socio-demographics of the geographical area served by that practice. Risk factors for development of mental disorder include relationship difficulties, learning disabilities, ethnicity, pregnancy and the postnatal period, bereavement and social isolation. Many of these factors are more prevalent in inner city populations. The co-existence of mental ill health with physical disorder, other mental disorders, substance misuse and social problems is also common.

The number of cases seen by any given primary care team will reflect both the population served and practice-related factors. The actual numbers of cases that are detected, diagnosed and treated reflect a complex interplay of attitudes, behaviours and knowledge and the resultant nature of the interaction between the patient and the health professional.

Service provision

Primary care is diverse in terms of its organisation, the services offered and the professionals involved. The services for patients with mental ill health that can be provided by primary care practitioners include health promotion; assessment and detection/diagnosis; management, advice and information, treatment including medication, psychological interventions or complementary therapies and referral; follow-up and continuing care of chronic and recurring disease; rehabilitation after illness; and co-ordination of services.

Professionals working in general practice relevant to mental ill health include general practitioners, practice nurses, health visitors, midwives, community psychiatric nurses, clinical psychologists, psychiatrists, psychiatric social workers and psychotherapists. Various agencies outside the practice are also involved, including voluntary organisations and self-help groups.

A variety of models of joint working between specialist mental health, social services and primary health care teams (PHCTs) have been described, although these models describe innovative schemes that are not widely distributed. In many areas links between PHCTs and specialist mental health services are only through referral. These routes may be heavily congested, or even blocked, for those that do not have severe mental illness. The availability of explicit referral criteria or of shared care arrangements, at least in relation to depression, is sparse. Primary care, specialist mental health services and the voluntary sector may work in relative isolation from each other, particularly in the management of less severe mental health problems.

Effectiveness

Determination of the effectiveness of interventions and service models for primary care mental health provision can be difficult and mainly focuses on the severe end of the spectrum of mental health problems. Caution is required in extrapolating the evidence for efficacy in populations in contact with specialist mental health services to patients seen in primary care. In addition, there is relatively little published on the views of people using primary care mental health services, which are an important source of information to help judge the effectiveness of services.
This section summarises the evidence of effectiveness of: health promotion interventions and prevention of mental ill health; the assessment, detection and diagnosis of mental ill health; and the management of mental ill health (including GP care, pharmacological interventions, psychological interventions, self-help and complementary therapies). It also considers improving the assessment, detections and management of mental illness in primary care.

Models of care

There is a consensus that the provision of primary mental health care could be improved but how improvements should be brought about cannot be agreed. The reality is that there is no one model that will suit all practices and all patients equally, given the diverse nature of primary care and primary care practitioners. The most appropriate model for any particular PHCT is likely to be determined by a number of factors including local demography and prevalence of mental ill health; current organisation of specialist mental health services and the interest of local psychiatrists in primary care issues; the type and local availability of psychological interventions; alternative resource availability; the PHCT’s interest in mental health issues and their willingness to extend their roles; and time availability of members of the PHCT to extend their role.

There are some basic questions that need to be addressed by PCTs and individual practices in developing a model of care: which mental health services they wish to provide in the primary care setting; what mix of skills they require to do so and which services they wish to obtain from external agencies. In order to help answer these questions, basic needs assessment must take place at the practice level. This information should be used in conjunction with wider needs assessment work, and mapping of local resource availability (money, people, skills and services). In order for local needs assessment to be useful it should take a holistic, multidisciplinary approach, recognising that many people with mental ill health identify their most pressing needs as employment, housing and personal relationships.

Areas that need to be addressed by a model of care for mental ill health in primary care include the effective assessment of patients, improved detection levels of mental ill health, effective management of those patients identified, the roles of relevant members of the PHCT, the interface between primary and specialist care and the involvement of the voluntary sector and community groups.

2 Introduction and statement of the problem

Introduction

Mental ill health is common and comprises disorders that range in severity from transient reactions to life events to enduring conditions affecting many aspects of psychological and social functioning. Types of disorder include mental illness, personality disorders and substance misuse. Community surveys suggest that at any point in time 23% of the population have psychological symptoms and 14–18% suffer from a mental disorder. Over the period of a year this rises to up to 30% of the population. Lifetime risks are significantly higher. Mental ill health will therefore affect all of us at some time; if not ourselves directly, then friends, family or work colleagues.

Whilst the risk of developing any disorder is high, the type and severity of disorder varies enormously. Most mental ill health is mild and self-limiting, much of it not reaching caseness for diagnosis of disorder. A significant proportion is chronic and causes moderate disability, whilst a small number of people suffer
life-long, severely disabling illness. Anxiety and depression affect the largest number of people, often occurring in conjunction with relationship and social problems, substance misuse or physical illness.

The majority of all mental ill health seen by health services presents to, and is managed by, primary care practitioners. As with all disorders seen in primary care, some will be dealt with entirely within the primary care setting, for example the majority of cases of depression, whilst others, such as the most severe cases of depression and many cases of schizophrenia, will also involve care provided by specialist mental health services. Inevitably, there is overlap between this chapter and the severe mental illness chapter (HCNA First series, Second edition, 2004 – chapter by John Wing). This chapter concentrates on non-psychotic disorders. Primary care provision for severe mental illness is addressed in the severe mental illness chapter, and is not repeated here. This chapter also does not cover child and adolescent disorders, learning disabilities, substance misuse (drug and alcohol) or the elderly. Most of these groups are discussed in other chapters published in Health Care Needs Assessment: The epidemiologically based needs assessment reviews, First series, Second edition, 2004 edited by Andrew Stevens, James Raftery, Jonathan Mant and Sue Simpson (Oxford: Radcliffe Publishing).

Policy context

Mental health policy has, until recently, focused heavily on the need to provide a range of community and inpatient services for those with the most severe illness. Specialist mental health and social services therefore prioritise these patients. The Department of Health’s Health of the Nation Key Area Handbook for Mental Illness suggests that the role of primary care should be to help with the detection and monitoring of severe disorders and to take responsibility for the care and treatment of those with less severe illness. It also suggests that primary care professionals have a role in preventive activities such as education and advice giving. Modernising Mental Health Services highlights the need for primary care to provide mental health services and to collaborate with specialist services. This reinforces the significant emphasis of recent NHS policy on partnership. The National Service Framework (NSF) for Mental Health makes primary mental health care of central importance by setting two standards that relate directly to the delivery of mental health care by primary care practitioners.

Standard two says that any service user who contacts their primary health care team with a common mental health problem should have their mental health needs identified and addressed, be offered effective treatments, including referral to specialist services for further assessment, treatment and care if they require it. Standard three says that any individual with a common mental health problem should be able to make contact around the clock with the local service necessary to meet their needs and receive adequate care, and be able to use NHS Direct for first level advice and referral on to specialist helplines or to local services.

The responsibility for implementing standards two and three is with Primary Care Trust (PCT) chief executives. There is also a requirement to develop local referral protocols for depression, eating disorders, anxiety, postnatal depression, schizophrenia, those requiring psychological therapies and drug and alcohol dependence. The standard set for mental health promotion has further implications for primary care practitioners.

The NHS Plan makes specific reference to primary care mental health by creating new graduate primary care mental health workers. One thousand will be trained in brief therapy techniques of proven effectiveness and employed to help GPs manage and treat mental health problems. The Plan also states that there should be a significant increase (500 across the country by 2004) in community mental health staff (now called gateway workers). These staff may work with primary care teams, NHS Direct and/or accident and emergency departments to respond to people who need immediate help.
Suicide reduction remains a national priority; standard seven in the Mental Health NSF relates solely to it and a Suicide Prevention Strategy for England was published by the Department of Health in September 2002.

The needs of carers, including those that care for people with mental ill health, is covered in Caring about carers – national strategy for carers, and is also a specific standard area within the Mental Health NSF.9 The NHS Plan pledges to employ 700 more staff nationally to increase breaks for carers and to strengthen carer networks.

Commissioning

The majority of patients with mental ill health in primary care do not have severe disorders. This can create tension between primary care practitioner’s need for advice and support in managing this group and local specialist mental health and social services that prioritise those with severe mental illness. Balancing these competing demands presents both commissioners and providers with a considerable challenge.

A minority of PCTs have taken on community mental health services in contrast to other community services.10 Evaluation of extended and total fundholding suggested that priorities for primary care commissioning were to:

- increase the number of mental health professionals attached to primary care
- increase the number of outreach clinics provided by mental health practitioners
- improve communication and information exchange with secondary care services.11

User involvement, systematic approaches to needs assessment and focusing on the severely mentally ill were lower priorities in most sites analysed. Analysis of the commissioning arrangements in primary care groups in 2000 suggested that the requisite management structures and skills were in relatively short supply.12 Evaluation of new commissioning arrangements, particularly impact on those with severe mental illness, will be essential. The way in which strategic health authorities and PCTs work together to ensure adequate services for the relatively small numbers of the most severely ill will also need to be assessed.

The burden of disease

The effect of mental ill health on the individual, their relatives and society is profound. International assessment of the extent of mortality and disability caused by different diseases suggests that depression is the greatest burden of disease for women and alcohol misuse the leading cause of disability amongst men in developed regions.13

Impact on the individual

Mental ill health may affect all aspects of an individual’s life, producing diminution in quality of life, inability to work, maintain social relationships or live an independent life. People with chronic mental health problems, particularly mood disorders, suffer more impairment in their quality of life than individuals with chronic physical conditions such as arthritis, diabetes and back pain and there are clear inter-relationships14,15 (see ‘Comorbidity’ in section 4).16

The functional disabilities experienced by people with different disorders may vary. The UK Psychiatric Morbidity Surveys suggest that people with psychotic illness are most disabled with respect to activities of daily living, particularly activities that require systematic thinking, such as managing money.17 About half of those with depression, phobias and obsessive compulsive disorders suffer significant interference with
the ability to care for themselves, hold down a job or maintain family relationships. People with mixed anxiety and depression are also affected, but to a lesser degree.

**Mortality**

Mental illness makes a significant contribution to premature mortality. It shortens lives by increasing the risk of suicide and of premature death from physical causes. Overall, the number of excess deaths from natural causes is as great as that from suicide. People with eating disorders or substance misuse are at highest risk, followed by people with schizophrenia and depression.

The majority of people who commit suicide have some form of mental disorder, most frequently depression, at the time of death. It is as yet unclear why there is an association between mental illness and increased mortality from physical conditions. A number of factors are likely to be involved; increased risk behaviours (e.g. smoking), self-neglect, adverse environments, poor professional monitoring of physical health and/or a causal association between mental and physical ill health. The way in which the latter can be explained is not well understood, but in depression for example, there has been shown to be an association between coronary artery disease and depression. In the US Epidemiological Catchment Area Studies this held true for sub-syndromal depression, as well as major depression. There is an increasing body of evidence linking emotional stress to changes in the functioning of the immune system that may then have an impact on physical health.

**Impact on families and carers**

Caring for people with mental ill health can be a significant source of strain on individual carers and their families. The total extent of informal care provided by families and friends is significant, but unquantified. Analysis of a group of people who had started antidepressant medication for major depressive disorder suggested that at least 15% of them received help from family and friends with household activity, at an average of 8.5 hours/week.

**Impact on society**

**Financial**

The monetary cost of mental disorder is significant in terms of time off work, social security payments, consultations and drug costs. The calculation of the total cost of mental ill health is complex, given the wide range of services that may be utilised, the impact on all aspects of social functioning and on the lives of carers and families. One attempt to calculate the total cost for England and Wales, gave a figure of £32.1 billion/year, £11.8 billion due to lost productivity and employment and NHS services costing £4.1 billion (1996/7 prices). The authors acknowledge that this is likely to be a lower bound estimate as some costs, such as housing benefit claims or elements of the criminal justice system, were not included. Primary care expenditure, from the Department of Health programme budget costing exercise, has been estimated at 3.6% of total NHS expenditure on all mental illness categories (1996). Other costing exercises have tended to concentrate on specific diagnostic categories. In 1991, the direct costs for the treatment of depression were estimated at £420 million annually for England and Wales. Of that cost, 40% was accounted for by inpatient admission and drug costs were estimated at 11%. The indirect cost of lost productivity was estimated to exceed £3 billion. In 1992, estimates suggested that the overall cost of schizophrenia was £2.6 billion. The health/social care costs for England were £810 million. Although the proportion is decreasing, this represented more than 5% of the total NHS inpatient costs.
Employment

The effect of mental illness on the ability to maintain normal work activities is particularly pronounced. Up to 40–50% of days off work are thought to be secondary to stress-related problems. The CBI and Department of Health estimate that 80 million working days are lost every year as a result of anxiety and depression. The OPCS Psychiatric Morbidity Surveys quantified the number of people out of work or permanently unable to work who had a mental illness (Table 1). The figures show the significant impact of both neurotic and psychotic disorders on the ability to maintain work, 10–20% of people in private households being permanently out of work irrespective of diagnosis.

Table 1: Mental ill health and work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disorder</th>
<th>Percentage of people in work</th>
<th>Percentage of people permanently unable to work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No disorder</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any neurosis</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessive/compulsive disorders</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychosis living in private households – i.e. 82% of people with psychosis</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phobias</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicidal thoughts</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychosis living in long-term accommodation for those with mental illness</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurosis living in long-term accommodation for those with mental illness</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OPCS survey

3 Sub-categories

Emotional symptoms are very common in primary care, but do not necessarily mean that the sufferer has a mental disorder. Mental ill health in primary care ranges from sub-syndromal symptoms, i.e. not reaching case definition for disorder, to clear cases of mental disorder which range significantly in severity and the disability they cause. It is the existence of this spectrum that makes it hard to categorise mental ill health in primary care into simple groupings for service planning. At its simplest this is demonstrated by the difficulties in determination of prevalence figures. Determination of the prevalence of disorder is obviously fundamentally determined by the way in which disorder is defined. Studies often use psychiatric classification systems, DSM or ICD, to establish diagnosis, or a severity rating scale to dichotomise individuals into those above or below a threshold. This is problematic, as there is considerable evidence that less severe psychiatric morbidity, commonly seen in primary care, seldom separates out into discrete diagnostic entities. It may be better to imagine a continuum where anxiety and depression, for example, behave as highly correlated aspects of the same disorder. This view is strengthened by the evidence that the health and social burden of less severe, sub-syndromal, symptoms is considerable.
This is acknowledged through the development of the ICD-10 PC (primary care) which uses a new nosology for mental ill health in primary care under 24 condition headings.\textsuperscript{40}

Alternate approaches to diagnostic groupings might be to look at levels of care, as described by Goldberg and Huxley.\textsuperscript{41} This model shows the relationship between prevalence of disorder and movement through levels of care; the individual recognising their ill health, consulting their GP and the action taken. Estimates of the proportion of individuals found at each tier are shown in Figure 1.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{Patient flows for adult mental ill health}
\end{figure}

Source: adapted from Goldberg & Huxley.\textsuperscript{41}

This provides a useful way of understanding the key relationships within the system of care, but again does not provide categories that easily inform service planning. Both levels of care and ICD-10 PC diagnosis will be used in this chapter to help group the issues under consideration. The main body of the text will address the community and primary care levels and filters of care, discussing mental ill health broadly. Some of the major groups from ICD-10 PC – depression, unexplained somatic complaints, anxiety, adjustment and eating disorders – are discussed in the appendices with cross-references in the main text.
4 Prevalence and incidence

Population prevalence is determined by community-based surveys. The majority of cases of mental illness detected in community surveys are unknown to specialist mental health services, although many will present to primary care (Figure 1).

Two national UK prevalence surveys have been carried out.\textsuperscript{1,42} Prevalence figures for various diagnoses are shown in Table 2. Estimates of the numbers of individuals in an average general practice list of 1800 patients are also shown.

Table 2: Population and estimated general practice prevalence of mental disorder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Weekly prevalence per 1,000 adults aged 16–64</th>
<th>Number of patients aged 16–64 on GP list of 1,800 (assumes 63% of GP list is aged 16–64)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed anxiety and depression</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalised anxiety</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressive episode</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All phobias</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessive-compulsive disorder</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panic disorder</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All neuroses</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional psychoses</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating disorders</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OPCS survey\textsuperscript{1}

These surveys suggest that at any one point in time approximately 16% of the general population may be suffering from a diagnosable neurotic disorder and 0.4% from a psychotic illness. Some commentators suggest the figures for neurotic disorder is high as sub-syndromal illness is included. There are significant differences in prevalence in sub-sections of the population. The major factors that affect prevalence are discussed in the following sections.

Factors affecting prevalence

The number of psychiatric cases in a population is strongly associated with the general characteristics of the population from which they are drawn.\textsuperscript{43} It is well known that indicators of social deprivation, such as unemployment and homelessness, are associated with an increased prevalence of mental ill health.\textsuperscript{44} The burden of illness in any particular general practice will therefore reflect the socio-demographics of the geographical area served by that practice. At its most gross, this is reflected in the differences between urban and rural areas (Table 3).
Socio-demographic factors

There are many variables that are associated with an increased risk of an individual developing mental ill health. At a population and practice level this may help to identify high-risk groups. Some of the characteristics of adults at high risk of developing mental disorder are shown in Table 4. Many of the characteristics highlighted are more prevalent in inner city populations, explaining some of the increased morbidity. These and other variables are reflected in composite measures of deprivation, such as the Jarman index, which also correlate with high levels of mental ill health.45

Comorbidity

The co-existence of mental ill health with physical disorder, other mental disorders, substance misuse and social problems is common. There is a strong, and not yet fully understood, relationship between mental ill health and physical illness (see ‘Impact on the individual’). Forty percent of those with psychotic disorders and half those with neurotic disorders suffer long-standing physical complaints.46 People with chronic physical illness also suffer from high rates of mental ill health, particularly depression; the rates reported

Table 3: Variations in prevalence of mental disorder in adults aged 16–64 living in private households in Great Britain between rural and urban areas in the UK (prevalence per 1000 adults).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disorder</th>
<th>Urban</th>
<th>Semi-rural</th>
<th>Rural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neuroses</td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychoses</td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OPCS survey1

Table 4: Risk factors for development of mental disorder.

- Relationship difficulties; divorce/separation
- Unemployment
- Learning disabilities
- Membership of certain ethnic groups
- Refugees/asylum seekers
- Pregnancy and the postnatal period
- Single parenthood
- Bereavement
- Long-term caring
- Substance misuse
- Social isolation
- Chronic, painful or life-threatening conditions
- Disabilities, especially visual/hearing impairment
- History of sexual/physical abuse
- Homelessness

Source: adapted from Mental health promotion in high risk groups83

Many of the characteristics highlighted are more prevalent in inner city populations, explaining some of the increased morbidity. These and other variables are reflected in composite measures of deprivation, such as the Jarman index, which also correlate with high levels of mental ill health.45
vary from 25 to 50%. The prevalence of psychiatric disorder in medical patients has been estimated to be in the region of 20%. Surveys also suggest that about 40% of new medical outpatients have symptoms that cannot be easily explained by physical illness. At the extreme end of the spectrum are those with somatiform disorder who may attend a variety of specialists, with multiple complaints (see Appendix 3).

Prevalence in primary care populations

Up to 20% of the general population may have a neurotic disorder, whereas 25–50% of the people in a GP’s waiting room do. Frequent attenders in particular show high levels of disorder. Other estimates suggest that up to 50% of those attending show at least some symptoms of depression, even if not amounting to disorder. This contrasts with the figures reported in the UK GP Morbidity Surveys, which are much lower, around 7% of registered patients consulted for a mental illness within a survey year. The majority of these consultations are for depressive illness. This highlights the relatively low detection/diagnosis and reporting rates from primary care (see ‘Assessment, detection and diagnosis’). One in five new consultations in primary care are for somatic symptoms for which no specific cause can be found.

Factors affecting prevalence in primary care

The number of cases seen by any given primary care team will reflect both the population served (see ‘Factors affecting prevalence’ above) and practice-related factors. The actual number of cases that are detected, diagnosed and treated reflect a complex interplay of attitudes, behaviours and knowledge and the resultant nature of the interaction between the patient and the health professional (see ‘Assessment, detection and diagnosis’ and ‘Management’ in section 6).

Practice-related factors

There are a number of practice-related factors that are known to influence the numbers of patients with mental ill health attending a particular general practice. The practice:

- is in a socially deprived area
- is near to group homes for people with mental illness or shelters for people who are homeless
- has partners with an interest in mental disorder
- has a significant refugee or homeless population
- is close to a psychiatric hospital that is closing.

This can lead to a skewed spread of morbidity; in one part of Central London, 32% of psychiatric service users with the most severe illness were registered with 4% of the GPs.
5 Services available

Introduction

Primary care is diverse in terms of its organisation, the services offered and the professionals involved. The services for patients that can be provided by primary care practitioners include:

- health promotion
- assessment and detection/diagnosis
- management, which may include follow-up and ‘watchful waiting’, advice and information, for example on self-help (sign posting), treatment including medication, psychological interventions or complementary therapies and referral
- follow-up and continuing care of chronic and recurring disease
- rehabilitation after illness
- co-ordination of services.

The Royal College of General Practitioners defines the core primary health care team (PHCT) as comprising general practitioners, practice nurses, community nurses, health visitors, practice managers and administrative staff. It is acknowledged that it may also be appropriate to define other staff, such as counsellors, as part of the team depending on the circumstances.58

This section describes the professional groups that may be involved in providing primary care mental health services, the interface between primary care and specialist mental health services and voluntary sector services.

Professional groups

The number of staff working in general practice rose by 20% between 1992 and 1997.59 A survey of representative practices in England and Wales in 1992 showed the following professionals (in addition to general practitioners, GPs) to be working on site in general practices: practice nurses (97% of practices), health visitors (83%), community psychiatric nurses (CPNs, 34%), clinical psychologists (12%), psychiatrists (9%), psychiatric social workers (6%), psychotherapists (3%).60 A study of 82 practices in West and East Surrey reported that professionals who provided mental health services in primary care included health visitors, midwives, practice nurses and counsellors, as well as GPs. Various agencies outside the practice are also involved, including voluntary organisations and self-help groups.61 Receptionists may also have a role in mental health provision, as they are often the first point of contact between the public and the primary health care team.

Generic primary care practitioners

General practitioners

In 1999, there were approximately 33 000 GPs in England and Wales. An increase across the whole UK of 17% since 1985.62 The number of female GPs and female GP registrars increased significantly. In 1999, 57% of GP registrars were female.

There is an increasing trend towards multi-partner practices. In 1997, there were approximately 9500 partnerships in England and Wales. Only 10% of practices were single-handed in England and 23% in
Wales. In 1991/2, GPs across the country saw approximately 78% of the population at least once during the year. The proportion of the population consulting had risen by 7% since 1981/2.

The role of the GP includes illness detection, diagnosis, prescribing, support, advocacy, information giving, monitoring health status, referral to other services and providing continuing care.

GPs vary greatly in how much training relating to mental ill health they have received. Studies consistently show a low uptake by GPs of education related to mental health/illness. A survey of 190 randomly selected GPs from 95 Health Authorities in England and Wales showed that only 35% had undertaken any course on mental health in the last three years. Recent courses undertaken are often related to severe mental illness. Only half of all GP trainees have completed a psychiatric training post. Many report that their training was a little value in helping them to meet the mental health needs of patients in a primary care setting. Training in psychological therapies and counselling has been highlighted as a gap.

Primary care nurses

Primary care nurses include practice nurses, health visitors, district and school nurses (the term ‘community nurse’ is being increasingly used to refer to district nurses). The provision of mental health education for primary care nurses is sparse, with the exception of training health visitors in detecting and managing postnatal depression.

• **Practice nurses:** There are approximately 40 000 practice nurse posts in the UK, a whole-time equivalent number of between 25 000 and 30 000, approximately the same as the number of GPs. Their role usually includes health promotion activities, new registration checks, assisting with immunisations and some disease-specific clinics. In some practices they may also be involved in supervising computer-administered psychological treatment. Practice nurse work patterns vary tremendously, but between 13% and 43% state that early identification of anxiety and depression is a routine task. They are asked for and offer advice and support, but report inadequate training for this aspect of their role. The gaps identified related to depression, anxiety and psychotropic medication. Many practice nurses administer depot antipsychotic medication, a role for which many have no appropriate training. A small minority have received formal mental health training.

• **Health visitors:** In 1996, there were approximately 9600 health visitors in England and Wales. They provide health promotion advice and education, particularly for families with children under 5. A Scottish survey showed that 69% of health visitors had some training in mental health, most frequently relating to postnatal depression and the use of the Edinburgh postnatal depression scale, but also in anxiety management, counselling and bereavement. The majority said that they had a role in detecting mental ill health. This was mainly postnatal depression, but depression in general, assessment of the elderly, bereavement and marital problems were also mentioned.

• **District nurses:** In 1994, there were approximately 8500 district nurses in England. Their role includes looking after the chronically ill, frail and those discharged from hospital. As a consequence they see many patients who are at risk of mental ill health, particularly arising from disability, chronic ill health or bereavement. They rarely receive mental health related training.

Pharmacists

Pharmacists can work as part of the PHCT or as community practitioners. They can help with prescribing advice for both other practitioners and patients.
Mental health practitioners

The closure of large psychiatric hospitals has contributed to the increase in community working by mental health professionals, including the increasing numbers working in primary care settings. This movement into primary care has been described as the ‘silent growth of a new service’. The impact on primary care workload is difficult to estimate, although there are some suggestions that, at least for some practices, it has led to an increase. Links between general practices and mental health professionals are now common, but unevenly spread across the country. Some practices, often large, innovative ones, have multiple links with several types of professional, while others have no links at all. It has been suggested that the frequency of links relate more to a GP’s interest in mental health and/or the physical capacity of the premises than to local need.

Community psychiatric nurses (CPNs)

National policy has encouraged CPNs to target people with severe mental illness. Many, however, work with less severe disorders. A growing number of CPNs have been trained in assertive community treatment and psychosocial interventions for people with schizophrenia. Few have formal training in methods suitable for non-psychotic patients. One survey suggested that 41% of CPNs engaged in counselling in general practice had no formal qualifications in counselling, problem solving, cognitive/behavioural approaches or other psychotherapies.

Psychiatrists

The numbers of psychiatrists nationally rose by a factor of 3.5 between 1966 and 1995. The ratio of psychiatrists to GPs consequently changed over the same period from 1:32.2 to 1:12.5.

The current training of psychiatrists rarely includes formal attachments in primary care, or training in consultation, liaison and supervision skills that may assist in relating to and advising primary care staff.

Psychologists, counsellors and psychotherapists

The way in which these professional groups are employed in primary care varies enormously. They may be directly employed by the practice, be self-employed with contracts that are held by individual practices or be part of managed services. Alternatively, individuals may be part of specialist mental health services providing services to PHCTs.

The number of professionals employed, particularly counsellors, has increased rapidly since GP fundholding. Access to psychological therapies across the country, however, remains very varied with significant waiting lists in many areas. Counsellors and psychologists are more often found in large, multi-partner, ex-fundholding practices. This distribution is likely to change with the growth of PCTs. Space availability within practices may, however, remain a limiting factor. Approximately half the practices in England employ some type of counsellor, the most commonly employed provider of primary care psychological interventions.

The experience and training of professionals providing psychological interventions is varied. Consequently, so are the types of interventions. An early study of a small number of counsellors suggested that a significant minority did not have appropriate formal training. Research that is more recent suggests that the majority are appropriately trained and supervised.
Occupational therapists (OTs)

The work of OTs is increasingly based in the community. It is likely that GPs welcome this, although there may be lack of clarity over the nature of interventions that OTs can provide. Generally OTs in primary care focus on the ability of individuals to execute activities of daily living effectively, efficiently and meaningfully. This might include helping reduce social and environmental stressors by improving coping strategies, input into employment training or enhancing social skills and networks.

The primary/specialist care interface

A variety of models of joint working between specialist mental health, social services and PHCTs have been described (Table 5). By and large, however, these models describe innovative schemes that are not widely distributed. In many areas, links between PHCTs and specialist mental health services are only through referral. These routes may be heavily congested, or even blocked, for those that do not have severe mental illness. The formal liaison schemes that do exist often focus on the provision of shared care for the most severely ill.

The availability of explicit referral criteria or of shared care arrangements, at least in relation to depression, is sparse. Primary care, specialist mental health services and the voluntary sector may work in relative isolation from each other, particularly in the management of less severe mental health problems.

Community and voluntary groups

There are a variety of self-help groups for people with mental ill health and their carers. SaneLine maintains an extensive database that provides information about local resources. They also operate a national mental health helpline which offers practical information to anyone coping with mental illness whether a sufferer, carer, family member or professional. The Help for Health Trust is another national source of information on self-help groups. NHS Direct also gives out mental health information. The National Council for Voluntary Organisations publishes an annual Voluntary Agencies Directory. Most national voluntary organisations are listed, indexed by subject, and those with local groups are clearly marked. The computer-held version of ICD-10-PC includes national organisations; primary care workers can add information on local self-help and voluntary sector agencies under each condition heading.

Positive examples of close partnership working between individual general practices and community organisations or volunteer members of the practice population do exist, but are relatively unusual.

Some voluntary organisations have developed schemes combining mutual support and educational programmes based on psychological interventions of known effectiveness, although the actual programmes may not have been evaluated. Table 6 describes some of these.
Table 5: Summary of the models of joint working between secondary mental health and social services and GPs.\textsuperscript{238,432–3}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Model 1: Secondary care-based CMHTs liaise with primary care | Mechanisms for doing this include:  
• The regular liaison meeting: A senior mental health professional attends the PHCT’s meeting. Discussion focuses mostly on the management of individual patients.  
• The relocation of outpatient clinics from hospital to community sites. Most widely used by psychiatrists, who see both new and follow-up patients. Treatment may be relatively independent of the GP (shifted outpatient model).  
• The ‘attached mental health professional’: Professionals attached to primary care, but still employed by secondary care services. The opportunity exists for the attached professionals to be used for consultation rather than direct patient care, but this seems to be the exception rather than the norm. |
| Model 2: The integrated ‘consultation liaison’ model | Specialised services are provided through secondary care with the express aim of improving the quality of the PHCT-CMHT relationship and developing the capacity of the PHCT to work effectively with people with less severe mental health problems. Components may include: joint case registers of the long-term mentally ill, development of good practice protocols, liaison practitioners attached to practices, joint audit of care, and CMHTs sectorised around practice lists rather than geographical areas. |
| Model 3: The ‘specialist function’ approach | The CMHT divides into specialist teams providing specific functions. These typically include crisis intervention and support, assertive outreach, continuing care, primary care liaison and psychological therapies. This latter team has the responsibility for leading the development of the relationship with PHCTs and providing services within primary care settings for people with non-severe mental illness. |
| Model 4: The integrated model within primary care | A primary care-led model which involves most aspects of community mental health care being integrated within the primary care team. Characteristics of this model include a key worker (usually a CPN) who, although part of the CMHT, is integrated into the primary care team. This person usually acts as key worker for patients in the practice, and has a role in other aspects of care, e.g. continuing education of generalist nurses. CMHTs are aligned to practice lists and there is sessional psychologist and/or counsellor time provided within the practice for the management of people with less severe mental disorders. |
Table 6: Voluntary and community groups offering self-help programmes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Group</strong></th>
<th><strong>Description</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manic Depression Fellowship</td>
<td>With the aim of helping people prevent relapse, the Fellowship has recently developed a structured, evaluated, 10-session training programme (available for purchase) to train trainers in the self-management of manic depression. It covers awareness, coping strategies and self-medication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triumph over Phobia</td>
<td>Provide a national network of structured self-help groups using self-exposure (behaviour therapy) techniques with the aim of turning members into ex-members. People with phobias and obsessive-compulsive disorders learn, in a supportive group environment, how to measure, monitor and reduce their anxiety levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Panic</td>
<td>Telephone helpline (01952 590545), self-help groups and telephone groups for sufferers of phobias, obsessive-compulsive disorders and other anxiety disorders, including tranquilliser withdrawal. Self-help techniques are based on cognitive-behavioural therapy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing Voices Network</td>
<td>There is some evidence that self-help coping methods can help users in dealing with their voices; this is particularly relevant for the large minority of people for whom medication is not effective in this respect. Details of Hearing Voices groups and of training packages for professionals who work with people who hear voices. Hearing Voices Network. Dale House, 35 Dale Street, Manchester M1. Tel: 0161 228 3896.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating Disorders Association</td>
<td>Provide a 10-week telephone self-help programme to bulimic women under the medical supervision of their GP. Participants must be normal weight for height and not abusing alcohol or drugs. The bulimic patient contacts the EDA and pays £150, which covers 45 minutes of targeted counselling by telephone weekly for 10 weeks, plus follow-up calls after one month and then three-monthly for two years. The patient agrees to eat three meals a day, keep a diary to record food and feelings, attend the GP surgery weekly to be weighed and write the weight in the diary before sending it to the EDA counsellor. GPs can suggest to suitable patients that they consider entering the scheme and may fund their programme. Contact with EDA must be made by the patient on 01603 621414 (helpline). Sackville Place, 44 Magdalen Street, Norwich NR3 1JU.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 Effectiveness

Introduction

The limitations of research evidence

Determination of the effectiveness of interventions and service models for primary care mental health provision faces a number of difficulties that are outlined below.

- Most research is of treatments for definable, single, psychiatric conditions in inpatient or outpatient populations. Patients with less severe, mixed presentations and comorbid conditions, the kind most frequently seen in primary care, are often excluded.96
- The typical patient taking part in research may be better motivated than a primary care patient, who may be more reluctant to accept a psychiatric diagnosis and may be less inclined to concur with suggested treatment plans.
- The nature and duration of consultations in primary and specialist mental health care differ. The average general practice consultation is nine minutes. The usual assessment consultation in a psychiatric outpatient clinic is significantly longer. In addition, in an outpatient clinic the patient has already been assessed as likely to have a psychiatric problem, at an initial appointment in primary care this has to be determined.
- The extent of morbidity in primary care suggests that interventions should be targeted at those most likely to benefit. There is still a relative paucity of research to inform prediction of poor outcome for an individual presenting with mental ill health, particularly depression and anxiety (see ‘The outcome of disorder’ below). The capacity to target interventions effectively is thus limited.

Considerable caution is therefore required in extrapolating the evidence for efficacy in populations in contact with specialist mental health services as against patients seen in primary care. For instance, it is known that antidepressants are effective in 60–70% of people who are treated for major depression in inpatient and outpatient settings. There is less research on the effectiveness of the same antidepressants in primary care settings.97 It is likely that, to achieve similar rates of efficacy in this population, it would be necessary to mimic some of the characteristics of outpatient populations. This would include selecting for treatment only those patients with depression of sufficient severity (excluding those with mild depression), coupled with follow-up appointments to ensure that the medication is acceptable to the patient and actually being taken by them. Similar issues arise with respect to evidence for the effectiveness of psychological and other interventions.

The outcome of disorder

The evaluation of interventions in primary care requires some understanding of the natural history of the disorders that commonly present. Although still poorly understood, research suggests that half of all mental disorders seen in primary care are mild and transient. The other half of the common disorders (depression and anxiety) are chronic, recurrent and last longer than a year.98 Research suggests a number of factors that may predict the resolution of disorder. Follow-up of 100 patients in Warwickshire, who were identified by their GPs as having psychiatric illness and who scored highly on the general health questionnaire (GHQ), showed 49% not to be cases at one year. Overall severity at entry was the best predictor of caseness at the end of the year. Other factors associated with continued disorder included reduced social support, previous psychiatric history, the presence of physical illness and increasing age.99

An understanding of the chronic and relapsing nature of mental ill health in primary care, particularly depression, is important. Control groups are essential in order to take into account the proportion of
illness that resolves spontaneously. Follow-up and treatment maintenance periods need to be adequate given the chronicity often seen.

The views of people with mental ill health

There is relatively little published research on the views of people using primary care mental health services. An understanding of their views is, however, an important source of information to help judge service effectiveness.100,101 A study in Scotland elicited the views of members of general practice populations about the care that they expect and receive from primary care for less severe mental health problems.102 The following was found:

- most people in distress want someone to listen to them and give them time
- people derive benefit from mutual support, given by others in similar situations, although a sizeable proportion of individuals, particularly men, are reluctant to join groups
- people want a combination of different kinds of help
- men are less likely than women to look to their GP for help with emotional problems
- people expect their GP to provide a sympathetic ear and to be able to give advice
- medication is regarded with considerable caution
- people are widely aware of counselling, but are unlikely to seek it unless suggested by someone like their GP.

Published effectiveness research rarely includes consideration of these sorts of issues even at the simplest of levels, for example, giving gender breakdown.

Health promotion and prevention

The percentage of people in low-risk groups who develop mental disorder is significantly smaller than that in high-risk groups, but there are many more of them. A health promotion strategy that is targeted solely at high-risk individuals will therefore be limited in its capacity to reduce the overall prevalence of common mental disorders.103,104

Strategies for the general population

Little research has been carried out in the general population. Successful preventive strategies often seek to increase the capacity of individuals to control their own lives and make maximum use of natural community support.105

Some approaches have been shown to have beneficial effects.

- Promoting good social relationships, e.g. through social skills training. Relationship skills training for couples has been shown to reduce the rate of break-up and divorce.106
- Developing effective coping skills, e.g. problem solving and parenting skills.107
- Providing social support and making social changes, e.g. changing attitudes to bullying in schools. Multi-faceted, school-based programmes are suggested to reduce levels of bullying, vandalism, theft and truancy.108
- Encouraging aerobic exercise may help mild to moderate depression and increase the capacity to deal effectively with stress109 (see Appendix 1).
Strategies for high-risk groups

The evidence for effective interventions is better in high-risk groups. The following interventions have been shown to have benefits.110

- Antenatal and postnatal support groups have been shown to reduce postnatal depression significantly in first-time, vulnerable mothers.
- Widow to widow self-help groups have been shown to accelerate progress through stages of normal grieving.
- Promoting coping skills and offering respite care has been shown to reduce levels of strain in people caring for highly dependent relatives.
- Job search and problem-solving skills have been shown to benefit depressed, financially strained, unemployed adults with low assertiveness.
- Teaching specific parenting skills to parents of 7–8-year-old boys, identified as disruptive in school, has been shown to reduce the number of subsequent problems.

However, a population-based approach of social interventions targeted at high-risk individuals has been less successful at producing a decrease in prevalence in common mental disorders.111

Suicide prevention

The average GP only sees one case of suicide every 4–5 years.112 Early studies showed that most people who committed suicide had seen their GP in the preceding four weeks.113 Research that is more recent suggests that this proportion may have dropped to under half, 20% seeing their GP in the previous week.114,115 This may relate to the number of suicides in young men, who visit their GP less frequently than other groups.

Approximately 25% of people who commit suicide in England and Wales have been in contact with mental health services in the previous year.116 It was judged that 85% were at little immediate risk at the time of their final contact with those services, highlighting the difficulties inherent in accurate clinical quantification of suicide risk.

A small, uncontrolled, study in Gotland, Sweden suggested that improving recognition and management of depression in general practice could reduce the suicide rate.117 However, at follow-up these effects appeared transient. A much larger British study was unable to demonstrate any connection between training GPs in recognition and management of depression and suicide rates118 (see ‘Staff training and education’ below).

Evidence on the effectiveness of GPs in preventing suicide is thus contradictory. Solely providing training for GPs in identifying people at risk of suicide is unlikely to have a significant impact on the suicide rate.

Physical health of people with mental illness

The effectiveness of the delivery of physical health care for people with mental illness by primary care practitioners is not well researched. It is, however, recognised that much physical illness in psychiatric patients is unrecognised and assessment and monitoring of physical health by specialist mental health services is generally unsatisfactory.119 A US study suggests that using a structured approach can be effective in detecting physical illness in patients with schizophrenia. However, the subsequent impact on outcome is unclear.120 Primary care practitioners are well placed to provide physical health monitoring and continuing care.
Assessment, detection and diagnosis

Studies suggest that, on average, GPs detect about half of the people with mental disorder (according to screening questionnaire) who present to them. What in actuality ‘detection’ represents is complex and related to both GP and patient factors (see below). Average detection rates hide wide variations between individual doctors and rates improve over time, with repeat consultations. There is relatively less research on detection by other primary care practitioners. The rate of detection of depression by practice nurses has been reported as 23% and by health visitors 50%; the rate for district nurses is unknown.

GP-related factors

Case definition

Most patients seen in primary care do not have a neat constellation of symptoms that conform to case definitions. GPs have identified inadequate nosology as a factor influencing the apparent low detection of mental disorder. Some authors suggest that variance in detection relates primarily to GPs differing attitudes to ascribing a psychological component to illness aetiology. GPs may be reluctant to label patients, fearing rejection by the patient, given the inevitable stigma associated with a psychiatric diagnosis. In addition, multiple visits and assessments mean that diagnosis and management strategies are not determined at a single point in time. It may be that it is the severity of symptomatology, rather than a diagnosis, which determines management.

GP attributes and behaviour

Certain behaviours on the part of the GP are more likely to elicit symptomatology, both somatic and psychological, than are others. The factors associated with the accurate detection of mental disorder include, establishing eye contact, clarifying the presenting complaint, direct questioning about psychosocial matters and making frequent empathetic responses. Doctors who are good detectors also seem to be better at giving information and advice. Poor interviewing skills, in conjunction with short consultations, may reduce the rate of detection of psychosocial problems.

GP knowledge and training

It has been suggested that both post-graduate training in psychiatry and an interest in psychiatry improve the capacity of GPs to detect mental ill health. Doctors with high levels of psychological sensitivity, however, also score better in tests of factual knowledge of medicine, suggesting a generalised, rather than specific, competence.

Patient-related factors

Presentation

Detection is affected by the way in which patients present their problems. Generally, the combination of physical complaints and mental ill health impedes recognition of the latter. In one study GPs recognised half of the patients who complained of somatic symptoms who could be persuaded to reframe them in psychological terms, but only 19% of those who complained of somatic symptoms who were
highly resistant to recognising the psychological component. Only 11% of those who presented with physical illness and coincidental mental health problems were recognised.\textsuperscript{140}

Other aspects of presentation are also important. Patients who tend to normalise their symptoms, i.e. minimise their importance, are common in general practice and are less likely to have their depression and anxiety diagnosed.\textsuperscript{141}

\textbf{Other factors}

Higher rates of identification of psychological disorder have been reported in women, the middle age groups and the unemployed.\textsuperscript{142–146} Severe disorders tend to be recognised more frequently.\textsuperscript{147–154}

\textit{Doctor/patient interaction}

The interaction between doctor and patient is clearly important in the detection and management of disorder. It has been suggested that patients give more cues to the doctor when the doctor uses an open interview style, good eye contact etc.\textsuperscript{155}

It is also possible that patients self-impose restraints on the length of consultations that could impede recognition of mental ill health.\textsuperscript{156}

\textbf{Management}

\textit{General practitioner care}

Given the transitory nature of most mental ill health in primary care, the most appropriate management strategy in cases where there is no clear-cut disorder may well be to continue to provide good quality ‘treatment as usual’. This may include listening, reassurance, information giving, negotiating the causes of symptoms, advising about coping strategies, homework diaries and follow-up visits. This sort of follow-up approach is sometimes referred to as ‘watchful waiting’. Whilst this area is relatively under-researched, one study suggests that this approach may be effective for about half the people with ‘minor affective disorders’.\textsuperscript{157}

‘Treatment as usual’ is often used as a control group for studies of mental health interventions in primary care (see ‘Psychological interventions’ below). A meta-analysis of studies comparing treatment (including counselling, behavioural therapy and general psychiatry) by mental health professionals in general practice surgeries with ‘treatment as usual’ has suggested that mental health professionals of all kinds have a 10% greater success rate than the ‘treatment as usual’ group.\textsuperscript{158} Further research in this area is needed.

\textit{Pharmacological interventions}

The effectiveness (shown in RCTs) of the major groups of drugs used in the treatment of mental ill health in general practice is summarised below.

- Antidepressants are effective, at least when used in recommended doses, although there remains controversy over the relative cost-effectiveness of different classes of drugs. Antidepressants are most effective in severe episodes of depression. Concern over the adequacy of primary care prescribing with respect to both dose and duration is regularly highlighted in research.\textsuperscript{159} Some practitioners advocate low-dose prescribing. However, robust evidence for its effectiveness is lacking (see Appendix 1).\textsuperscript{160}
Antipsychotic drugs are effective for the treatment of initial episodes of psychosis, for maintenance of remission and for the treatment of relapse.

Mood stabilising drugs, such as lithium and carbamazepine, are effective in bipolar disorder.

Anxiolytics, predominantly benzodiazepines, are useful in the very short-term treatment of anxiety disorders or as short-term hypnotics (see Appendix 2).

Primary care nurses and pharmacotherapy

Primary care nurses are often involved in depot neuroleptic administration. Their current effectiveness in this role must be questioned as it has been found that they may not be actively involved in monitoring symptomatology or drug side effects. In addition, in many cases, their knowledge of schizophrenia, its treatment and of drug side effects may be limited. This suggests the need for training, if they are to provide this function.\(^\text{161,162}\)

Practice nurses may also be involved in follow-up of patients on antidepressants. Some studies have suggested that there is little difference in adherence to medication and outcome in patients followed-up by nurses and GPs.\(^\text{163,164}\) However, an RCT has suggested that nurse-led drug counselling and information leaflets can improve outcome for those with major depression.\(^\text{165}\) Trained practice nurses can also increase the proportion of patients who receive psychotherapy or pharmacotherapy for major depression.\(^\text{166}\)

Psychological interventions

A wide range of psychological interventions is available, and clear evidence for the effectiveness of some.\(^\text{167,168}\) The short-term effectiveness of cognitive/behavioural techniques, problem solving, interpersonal therapy and counselling in eating disorders, depression and anxiety disorders has been shown (see relevant appendices). Cognitive approaches may also be effective in the prevention of relapse, as well as an initial treatment for mild to moderate depression.\(^\text{169}\) Longer-term outcomes for effective therapies in primary care are, however, less clear.

The effectiveness of counselling in primary care has received considerable attention and continues to provoke debate, although there is now more research in the field. Research has suggested the following.

- Counselling without additional interventions such as practical help, mutual self-help or training in coping skills has not been shown to produce sustained benefits in high-risk groups.\(^\text{170}\)
- Brief counselling compared with routine GP care in an RCT found that GPs were as effective as counselling. Patients, however, preferred the counselling.\(^\text{171}\)
- CPNs providing unstructured, supportive counselling to patients in primary care showed no benefit over routine GP care and intervention was costly.\(^\text{172}\)
- Brief counselling by an experienced mental health professional compared with antidepressant use in primary care showed no significant differences in effectiveness between the two groups (RCT).\(^\text{173}\)
- Similarly, a brief problem-solving approach has been suggested to be as effective as pharmacotherapy for major depression in primary care at 12-week follow-up (RCT).\(^\text{174}\)
- More rigorously applied non-directive counselling compared to cognitive-behavioural counselling (in combination with antidepressants if prescribed by the GP) and usual GP care showed better self-reported outcomes for both therapy groups at four months, but not at 12, with no significant increase in cost.\(^\text{175}\)

The apparent effectiveness of brief therapy approaches is important because of their potential to be widely applied in the primary care setting. Further work is needed on the impact of patient preference, (usually for counselling, which can reduce randomisation in published trials), the impact of severity on outcome,
comparison of generic counselling with more standardised specific approaches, long-term outcomes, cost-effectiveness and primary care practitioners as therapists.

**Therapist characteristics**

Although there is clear evidence for the effectiveness of some psychological therapies, this is in part determined by their being delivered by appropriately trained and supported professionals. Table 7 summarises the key characteristics of effective therapists. Research suggests that the single best predictor of a positive outcome is the establishment of a good ‘therapeutic alliance’ or working relationship between therapist and client.

**Table 7:** The factors that make psychological therapists effective.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effective intervention is used</td>
<td>The effectiveness of different types of mental health professional depends not on the professional group to which they belong but on whether they are trained to provide interventions of proven effectiveness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of delivery of the intervention</td>
<td>Effectiveness is linked to the training and experience of the practitioner in the therapies used. It is not linked to the possession or otherwise of a professional mental health qualification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapist and patient able to make a ‘therapeutic alliance’</td>
<td>Not all therapists can work with all patients. There is some evidence that better outcomes are achieved where patient and therapist come from similar backgrounds. This has particular implications for therapy for people from minority ethnic communities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient characteristics and preferences taken into account</td>
<td>Matching patients to their preferred treatment results in fewer treatment drop-outs and better clinical outcomes. Patients may prefer a shorter treatment or may be more of less willing to explore their life experiences.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Self-help**

Some voluntary self-help groups have developed self-help programmes, others are available for use on computers or are taught in classes in general practice. Research is still at an early stage, but promising results include:

- Interactive, CD-ROM cognitive behavioural therapy and assisted bibliography for anxiety have been developed and piloted in GP surgeries. A small amount of staff supervision is required. A similar approach, BT Steps, uses the telephone to provide computerised help for people with obsessive-compulsive disorder.\(^{176,177}\)
- Use of a self-help manual is an effective first step in the treatment of bulimia. In a study comparing individual cognitive/behavioural therapy, the use of a self-help manual and a waiting list control group, almost as many people using the self-help manual obtained full remission as the therapy group (see Appendix 5).\(^{178}\)
- Teaching self-care skills (relaxation, stress management, meditation, nutrition and exercise) to people with anxiety and medical conditions thought to have a psychological basis may lead to significant improvements. These were maintained at one-year follow-up (see Appendix 2).\(^{179}\)
Self-help approaches appear to be popular with patients and can extend clinician capacity. They are not, however, a substitute for professional help. Further evaluation of their use in primary care is required, using larger study numbers and examining their cost-effectiveness.\(^{180}\)

**Complementary therapies**

Research, policy and practice in relation to the use of complementary and alternative therapies for a wide range of mental health problems was reviewed in 1998.\(^{181}\) The strongest effectiveness evidence currently available is for hypericum or St John’s Wort (which has monoamine oxidase inhibitor properties), with some evidence for exercise and transcendental meditation (see Table 8).\(^{182,183}\) More robust research, with larger sample sizes and longer follow-up periods, is needed to confirm reported findings.

**Table 8:** The effectiveness of complementary therapies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of therapy</th>
<th>Disorder</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Type of research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transcendental meditation</td>
<td>Anxiety and distress, including PTSD</td>
<td>Reduction of anxiety, significantly more effective than relaxation methods</td>
<td>Case reports and clinical trials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acupuncture</td>
<td>Anxiety and depression</td>
<td>Claimed as effective as amitriptyline</td>
<td>RCTs, but doubts expressed as results of Chinese research are said to be always positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypericum (St John’s Wort)</td>
<td>Mild to moderate depression</td>
<td>As effective as antidepressants, fewer side effects</td>
<td>Review of RCTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healing</td>
<td>Chronic anxiety and depression</td>
<td>Improved scores on quality-of-life questionnaire</td>
<td>Small outcome study, no control group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massage</td>
<td>Anxiety and depression</td>
<td>Lower anxiety and depression scores</td>
<td>Small, controlled trials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aromatherapy – citrus oils</td>
<td>Severe depression</td>
<td>Replaced antidepressants in sample group</td>
<td>Small, controlled but not blind trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflexology</td>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Drop in self-rated anxiety</td>
<td>Small, controlled trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypnotherapy</td>
<td>Bulimia</td>
<td>As effective as CBT</td>
<td>Small, controlled trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise and yoga</td>
<td>Anxiety and depression</td>
<td>Reduced depression using BDI, reduced stress</td>
<td>Review of RCT, but methodological limitations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Improving assessment, detection and management in primary care**

Current approaches to reducing the individual and public health burden of mental ill health depend largely on attempts to increase recognition rates and apply treatments more effectively through primary care.\(^{184,185}\) Improving detection is only a valid activity if it can be shown that outcome is also improved. There is some evidence that this is the case, although it is disputed.\(^{186}\) A European, naturalistic study on the
impact of detection and treatment of depression in primary care showed that at one year follow-up 60% of those treated were still cases, as were 50% of those that were not detected, although these cases were less severe.\textsuperscript{187} A smaller study suggested that patients with major depressive disorder, who were not recognised, had a worse outcome at three months than those prescribed moderate doses of antidepressants.\textsuperscript{188} Similarly, patients whose GPs were optimistic about their outcome and did not prescribe antidepressants fared worse than those who were treated.\textsuperscript{189}

Studies looking at methods for changing clinical practice consistently indicate that a range of different methods are likely to have more effect than any one intervention on its own.\textsuperscript{190} There are many approaches to changing practice including: educational materials, conferences, outreach visits, utilising local opinion leaders, patient-mediated interventions, reminders, marketing, local consensus processes, guidelines, audit and feedback. Evaluation of different approaches suggests that the effectiveness of interventions may be improved by:

- using the practice premises as the venue for continuing education, so that activities can focus on using practitioners’ own experience\textsuperscript{191}
- ongoing training schemes, with learning reinforced at intervals\textsuperscript{192}
- ensuring that education is ‘owned’ and desired by the learner, is connected to any changes in service provision and is accepted by the team as a whole
- delivering training to the whole PHCT, rather than individuals.\textsuperscript{193}

Attempts to improve detection and treatment of mental ill health have adopted a number of approaches:

- screening
- training and education, particularly education from ‘experts’ using educational materials such as consensus statements or clinical practice guidelines\textsuperscript{194,195}
- consultation/liaison by specialist mental health practitioners\textsuperscript{196}
- audit and feedback\textsuperscript{197}
- multi-faceted interventions.

The following sections address some of these approaches in greater detail.

**Screening**

Many opportunities exist in primary care to screen for mental ill health, for example at new patient, well woman, well man, elderly and antenatal checks and during child health surveillance. Research suggests the following:

- few GPs use formal screening tools for depression or assessment of suicide risk\textsuperscript{198}
- screening for risk factors for depression and anxiety during, for example, new patient interviews is acceptable to both patients and practitioners\textsuperscript{199}
- however, case finding for depression and anxiety, using screening questionnaires such as the GHQ or HAD, followed by GP treatment of identified cases, has not been shown to lead to improved outcome when used routinely\textsuperscript{200,201}
- the Edinburgh postnatal depression scale is widely used by health visitors and community midwives and it offers a reliable method of detecting clinically significant depression in postnatal women.\textsuperscript{202,203}

The lack of demonstrable effectiveness for routine, unselected screening is likely to be the result of a number of factors.\textsuperscript{204}

- Recognition by clinicians of the high rate of false positives produced by screening questionnaires and their consequent reluctance to use them.
Clinicians may be unsure how to manage cases identified. Feedback on cases found by screening is found to be most effective when accompanied by an educational programme and another agency taking responsibility for management.

There may be methodological issues of cross-contamination, i.e. because the clinician is aware that they will receive screening information feedback on some patients they may manage all patients differently, thus diluting any benefit.

Despite these negative findings some suggest that screening questionnaires may be useful by helping GPs confirm a diagnosis, agree that diagnosis with the patient and for monitoring progress.\textsuperscript{205,206}

**Staff training and education**

Research suggests that improvements can be made in clinicians’ ability to detect disorder. This is at least true for selected groups of doctors, undergoing intensive packages of education, which have acquisition of skills as their foundation.

- Before and after evaluation of intensive video feedback education with small groups of GPs and GP trainees shows that psychiatric skills can be improved. Improvement in clinical outcome has also been shown for patients with depression and anxiety. Patients felt that their problems were better understood.\textsuperscript{207} The length of interviews apparently does not differ between the trained and untrained groups.\textsuperscript{208}
- Training GPs in re-attribution skills, i.e. helping patients recognise the psychological causes of apparently physical problems, can result in significant improvements in both the symptoms and social functioning of patients. Reduction in health care expenditure can also be achieved through reduction in referrals of nearly a quarter, without corresponding increases in primary care costs.\textsuperscript{209}
- Skills to improve the assessment and management of suicide risk can be taught, and GP confidence increase.\textsuperscript{210}

It is unclear, however, whether these approaches can be generalised to less motivated practitioners and to larger groups. Experience with more didactic approaches to education has, despite initial optimism, not been shown to have lasting effects. Some uncontrolled studies have suggested that it might be possible to deliver effective educational programmes to larger groups.

- In Sweden, all GPs on the island of Gotland ($n=18$, population 60 000) were educated using a didactic seminar approach delivered by a psychiatrist.\textsuperscript{211} A reduction in sick leave for depression, hospital referrals and suicide rates was shown compared to the mainland. There was also an increase in antidepressant prescribing which was maintained over four years.
- In the UK, a nurse-led, practice-based educational programme was shown to produce a 7% increase in the recognition of the psychological nature of illnesses by GPs.\textsuperscript{212}

The results of the Hampshire Depression Project have not been so promising.\textsuperscript{213} The project covered 60 practices in Hampshire and aimed to increase adherence to a depression management protocol. After participation in the seminars 80% of GPs agreed that they would change their management of depression. No differences between educated and control groups in the GP’s recognition of depression were found. The group of patients who were recognised as depressed by the GPs were more likely to have improved six weeks later if their GP had recently completed the seminar education, but at one year there was no difference between groups. Similar negative findings have been reported from the US.\textsuperscript{214}

These findings emphasise that the production of guidelines and didactic teaching are unlikely to be sufficient to make a significant impact on the outcomes of mental ill health in primary care. Future educational programmes might usefully concentrate on skill acquisition and better management rather than detection alone (see ‘Consultation/liaison’ below). Other issues that need to be addressed are the...
reliance of many training courses on the enthusiasm of a particular researcher/trainer delivering training to a motivated, self-selected group of participants. This has implications for further dissemination by less motivated trainers and to less motivated learners. \(^{215}\)

**Consultation/liaison**

In contrast to the educational model of improving care there have been good outcomes from two randomised-controlled studies in Seattle using a multidisciplinary model; intensive patient education, behavioural interventions from a psychologist, medication adherence counselling and alternating visits between primary care physician and psychiatrist. \(^{216,217}\) The outcome of major depressive disorder was clearly improved up to seven months later. The same research team has also shown, in a randomised trial, that systematic follow-up and care management advice by telephone can significantly improve outcomes in GP treatment of depression (intensity of antidepressant treatment and in clinical outcomes). Simple monitoring and feedback about cases did not produce this effect. \(^{218}\) The cost-effectiveness of such models for the UK is unclear. Despite improved outcomes, it is unlikely that the intensive mental health professional model would be routinely affordable. Treatment costs have been estimated to increase from £187.50 to £375 per patient. \(^{219,220}\) Care manager support by telephone is, however, significantly less costly (approximately £50 per patient) and may therefore be more generally applicable.

**Multi-faceted interventions**

It seems that models that target several aspects of disease management, at least for depression, may prove most beneficial. \(^{221}\)

**Training in psychological interventions**

Primary care practitioners can be trained to deliver effective, specific, brief psychological therapies effectively. The capacity to develop primary care practitioners to deliver appropriate psychological interventions is important given the pressure on specialist mental health services.

**General practitioners**

GPs have been trained to use behavioural and educational interventions successfully in depression, somatisation and obsessive/compulsive disorder. \(^{222,223}\) GPs receiving extensive instruction in cognitive/behavioural approaches have been shown to produce good patient outcomes. However, GPs receiving only brief training have been shown not to be more effective in helping patients with depression. \(^{224}\)

**Practice and community nurses**

The following interventions have been reported to be effective when delivered by nursing staff:

- assessment and management of patients with generalised anxiety, phobia and panic attacks using a range of anxiety management skills \(^{225}\)
- structured problem-solving treatment for major depression in primary care (delivered by practice nurses) \(^{226}\)
• nurse-administered behaviour therapy, which been shown to be significantly more effective in primary care for phobic and obsessive compulsive disorders than ‘care as usual’, with gains still apparent at one-year follow-up.
• non-directive counselling leading to significant improvement in the mental health of mothers at three months compared with controls, using trained health visitors and the Edinburgh postnatal depression score.

The primary/specialist care interface

There are many evaluations of particular service models of primary/specialist care mental health working, but no comparative evaluations. It is probable that the success of a particular model will depend on factors such as local ownership and leadership. Particular models may not, therefore, be transferable in their entirety. The process of involving all parties and reaching agreement on the model to be adopted is therefore important. One clear and important finding, from a review of a large variety of models of organisation at the interface undertaken in Seattle, is that links must be both personal, involving face-to-face communication between clinicians, and maintained over a prolonged period. No ‘one shot’ intervention is successful, as gains are lost once the intervention ends.

Evaluation of various models suggests the following.
• Psychiatrists tend to favour the consultation/liaison model, whereas GPs and PHCTs rate provision within primary care as more satisfactory than services provided elsewhere.
• GPs’ attitudes to shared care models have probably become less favourable over time.
• Moving the base of community mental health teams to primary care may be associated with an increase in the caseload of specialist mental health workers, both in the long-term mentally ill and patients with less severe disorder.
• Introduction of a link worker system between a community mental health trust (CMHT) and practices in inner London showed no improvement in staff morale in comparison to a non-integrated service.
• Basing CPNs in general practice (retaining strong links with the CMHT) and employing nurse behavioural therapists (who provided specific treatments mainly for patients with severe neurotic illnesses) resulted in the majority of CPN visits being to patients with major psychosis. It is not clear if the focus of the CPNs on the severely mentally ill was facilitated more by their relationship with the CMHT or by the existence of the alternative resource provided by the nurse behaviour therapists.

Community and voluntary groups

It is likely that the growing number of volunteer schemes in general practice contributes positively to the mental health of the practice population, but this has not been formally studied. This is particularly likely given the interest of patients in mutual support. There is some evidence from an RCT that the voluntary sector can benefit those with psychosocial problems who present to primary care.

Specific disorders

Table 9 outlines the effectiveness of interventions for depression, anxiety disorders, eating disorders and unexplained somatic complaints. Further detail is in the relevant appendices.
7 Models of care and recommendations

Introduction

There is a consensus that the provision of primary mental health care could be improved. There is, however, often disagreement about how that improvement should be brought about. It is somewhat simplistic, but not inaccurate, to say that the view of many primary care staff has been that improvements should come via more staff in primary care, whether counsellors, clinical psychologists or CPNs, and the view of some secondary care professionals and some academics is that improvement should come about via training primary care professionals in mental health care. The rationale for the latter approach has been the mathematics of the numbers of mental health professionals compared to the number of people with mental ill health. The reality is that there is no one model that will suit all practices and all patients equally, given the diverse nature of primary care and primary care practitioners. The most appropriate model for any particular PHCT is likely to be determined by a number of factors:

- local demography and prevalence of mental ill health, including the numbers with serious mental illness, which may be affected by factors such as the number of nursing homes or institutions
- current organisation of specialist mental health services and the interest of local psychiatrists in primary care issues
- the type and local availability of psychological interventions
- alternative resource availability, including local voluntary sector provision, self-help groups etc.
- the PHCT’s interest in mental health issues and their willingness to extend their roles
- time availability, i.e. the reality that members of the PHCT could extend their role.

Local discussion of these issues is essential in order to develop primary mental health care.
PCT/practice activities

Essential PCT and practice-based activities to develop mental health services include:

- needs assessment
- team working, communication and networking both with PHCT members and other agencies
- supervision, teaching and professional development
- developing guidelines and protocols, information management and developing and maintaining patient resources.

Irrespective of the model of care that may exist or be desired, there are some basic questions that need to be addressed by PCTs and individual practices: which mental health services they wish to provide in the primary care setting; what mix of skills they require to do so; and which services they wish to obtain from external agencies. In order to help answer these questions, basic needs assessment must take place at the practice level. This should include:

- analysis of current prescribing of psychotropic drugs
- analysis of referrals to specialist and other mental health services
- analysis of CPA data
- mapping of current mental health caseloads of primary care practitioners
- reviewing information on patients known to have severe and enduring mental illness (prescribing information, CPA data, review of caseloads, mental illness diagnosis from practice computer etc.)
- ensuring that there is an accurate register of patients under the care of specialist mental health services
- reviewing the roles, skills and training needs of the PHCT in relation to mental health issues.

This information should be used in conjunction with wider needs assessment work and mapping of local resource availability (money, people, skills and services). In order for local needs assessment to be useful it should take a holistic, multidisciplinary approach, recognising that many people with mental ill health identify that their most pressing needs are employment, housing and personal relationships.236,237

Assessment, detection and management

Research that might guide redesigning services in primary care is, as yet, at an early stage. Studies on training have focused on improving recognition and prescribing for depression or on the feasibility of primary care staff extending their role to provide particular, time-limited, short-term psychological interventions. The factors already outlined, as well as resource availability, will dictate the extent to which these may be adopted. There is some evidence to suggest that developing the PHCT’s understanding of caseload management and exploring the potential for referrals within the team can create better use of resources.238 Equally, the involvement of the whole practice team in managing common mental disorders may lead to improved patient outcomes and an increased sense that mental health care is ‘under control’ and therefore less stressful. Local skill-based courses on common mental disorders may therefore be appropriate. Using a chronic disease management model may improve management for those with severe illness, although motivation and resources within the practice are likely to have an impact on how effective this can be.239

Generally, the management of service change in primary care can learn from generic approaches to change management. For example, implementation of multi-agency change is assisted by the use of

*NatPaCT has been established to assist PCTs in becoming ‘fit for purpose’.
external facilitators; time out for planning meetings; drawing up detailed action plans; commitment from senior management and effective communication.240

The detection and management of physical ill health in those with severe and enduring mental illness should be addressed. Opportunistic health promotion is possible given the relatively high consultation rate for this group of patients.241 The development of special health promotion clinics addressing a range of issues such as exercise, screening for physical ill health, smoking and medication side effects is an alternative approach.

**General practitioners**

It is clear that no matter how specialist mental health care is organised, a significant amount of general practitioner time will be spent in dealing with mental ill health. It is therefore reasonable to suggest that all GPs have training in the detection and management of those disorders, such as anxiety, depression and somatisation, that they will see commonly. Skill-based approaches seem to show the most promise with respect to training and changing practice. It may also be reasonable to offer longer consultations to people with psychological or social problems; patients appreciate longer booking intervals.242 Given that consultation length, open consulting style and continuity of care may all contribute to improvements in detection and management, methods of developing and monitoring them should be discussed. GPs with a special interest in mental health could also be employed within multi-partner practices and/or across PCTs.

**Primary care nurses**

There have been many suggestions for the role that primary care nurses could usefully play in mental health care, for example using problem-solving techniques and monitoring medication. However, a recent Scottish study showed that, with few exceptions, GPs do not favour practice nurses taking on a further mental health role. In addition, whilst district nurses are aware of, and sympathetic towards, mental health ill health, they too are under time pressures and their caseload often requires that priority is given to physical procedures. Health visitors may be better placed to expand their mental health role, as some already have training in mental health issues and many would like to extend their mental health role.

In order that changing/extending the role of primary care nurses is a valid endeavour, further research is needed. So far only training health visitors in the use of the Edinburgh postnatal depression scale and non-directive counselling has been shown to definitely improve patient outcomes.

Whilst extending roles may be desirable it is also clearly important to support nurses in the roles they already carry out, in particular practice nurses that are engaged in giving depot injections and assessing those with less severe mental illness.243

Some have advocated the development of primary mental health nurses who have a unique set of skills and expertise.

**Psychological therapies**

Overall, it is clear that there is a need to increase the availability of psychological interventions for patients in primary care.

The research literature suggests that there are a number of recommendations that can be made with respect to the provision of psychological interventions in primary care.

- No one therapist is likely to be able to deal with the full range of problems and disorders seen in primary care. A service needs to offer a variety of types of intervention and a variety of gender and
background of practitioner. Taking account of the client’s view is an important part of the decision to treat.

- Therapists working as individuals in primary care need to be trained in a variety of types of intervention and be able to adapt their approach to the patients' needs.
- Skilled assessment at the point of referral is crucial to a successful outcome.
- The range of therapies available locally should include cognitive/behavioural and problem-solving approaches.
- Counsellors and therapists need to be appropriately trained and accredited and with regular ongoing clinical supervision.
- Special arrangements or services may be required for members of ethnic minorities.
- Skilled therapists should treat complex conditions.
- Clinical audit and service evaluation should be integral parts of service provision. The development of a core outcome measure for psychological therapies should aid this.244

**General Practitioners**

GPs can provide effective interventions with appropriate training. However, competing priorities/interests and the need for training may mean that this will only be appropriate for some.

**Counsellors**

With appropriate training and supervision counsellors can provide specific psychological interventions to people with disorders such as chronic fatigue, drug and alcohol misuse, milder eating disorders, somatisation and phobias. They could also play a role in education and support of other PHCT members.

**Graduate mental health care workers**

The precise role of the new graduate mental health care workers is currently being defined.245 The potential for these workers to provide effective interventions may offer one avenue for expanding services for individuals suffering mild or moderate mental ill health caused by emotional, social and domestic difficulties. Befriending, support groups and the provision of practical and emotional support to people who are elderly, socially isolated, bereaved or recently unemployed might prove more cost-effective than specialist mental health care. There may also be a role for them in helping practice team work such as audit, maintenance of registers and outcome measurement. They could also help to develop wider mental health networks with other organisations and agencies.

A new professional organisation for counsellors, Counsellors in Primary Care, is currently setting standards (see [www.cpc-online.co.uk](http://www.cpc-online.co.uk)).

**The primary/specialist care interface**

The varied nature of both general practice and of CMHTs means that the key word in ensuring adequate liaison and good working practices is flexibility. Teams at both primary and secondary care levels will have to find the most appropriate ways to work together. It is possible to make some generalisations about where certain disorders may be managed (Table 10), but the specifics will need to be agreed locally.
A number of practical activities have been found, in practice, to improve liaison, communication and clinical care. These include:

- liaison workers operating between primary and specialist mental health care: clear job descriptions, identified time to carry out the liaison role and support systems are essential
- joint strategies for improving communication between the teams
- jointly agreed referral criteria
- shared care protocols for specific conditions (similar to those developed for diabetes), including jointly agreed strategies for responding to crisis situations
- joint case registers of people receiving care from both teams
- provision of advice to GPs about patients whose care remains with the GP
- provision of training to primary care staff in the recognition and management of mental disorders
- joint health promotion between practice nurse and CPN
- service directories to assist in identifying local sources of help.

Models of working can be combined, for example, link workers and separate function community mental health teams. Others provide psychological therapies and support to the PHCTs in the use of psychological interventions for less severe mental ill health. Where CMHTs have developed separate functions, there is a danger of the team providing psychological and social therapies to primary care patients becoming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group of disorders</th>
<th>Types of disorder</th>
<th>Chance of spontaneous remission</th>
<th>Primary/secondary care management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severe mental illness for which a range of treatments is appropriate</td>
<td>Schizophrenia, bipolar, severe eating and organic disorders</td>
<td>Unlikely to remit spontaneously and associated with major disability</td>
<td>Care should usually involve both primary and secondary care practitioners, family involvement and other agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well defined disorder – effective pharmacological and psychological treatments available</td>
<td>Depression ± anxiety, some anxiety disorder</td>
<td>May remit, but relapse common, associated with disability and some cases become chronic</td>
<td>Primary care management usually sufficient, chronic or treatment resistant cases should be reviewed by the CMHT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Defined disorder where psychological therapies may be effective, but drugs have a more limited role | Unexplained somatic complaints, panic disorder with agoraphobia, fatigue states | Spontaneous remission can occur with all these disorders, but chronicity develops in a substantial proportion | Rarely treated in primary care, a small proportion treated by CMHTs.
Increased availability of psychological therapies in primary care would allow many to be effectively managed |
| Specific mental health interventions not necessary | Adjustment disorders, bereavement reactions | Usually resolve spontaneously | Supportive help from primary care/self-help groups/voluntary sector usually sufficient |

Source: adapted from Goldberg and Gourney (1997)

Table 10: Disorder, treatment effectiveness and management settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group of disorders</th>
<th>Types of disorder</th>
<th>Chance of spontaneous remission</th>
<th>Primary/secondary care management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severe mental illness for which a range of treatments is appropriate</td>
<td>Schizophrenia, bipolar, severe eating and organic disorders</td>
<td>Unlikely to remit spontaneously and associated with major disability</td>
<td>Care should usually involve both primary and secondary care practitioners, family involvement and other agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well defined disorder – effective pharmacological and psychological treatments available</td>
<td>Depression ± anxiety, some anxiety disorder</td>
<td>May remit, but relapse common, associated with disability and some cases become chronic</td>
<td>Primary care management usually sufficient, chronic or treatment resistant cases should be reviewed by the CMHT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Defined disorder where psychological therapies may be effective, but drugs have a more limited role | Unexplained somatic complaints, panic disorder with agoraphobia, fatigue states | Spontaneous remission can occur with all these disorders, but chronicity develops in a substantial proportion | Rarely treated in primary care, a small proportion treated by CMHTs.
Increased availability of psychological therapies in primary care would allow many to be effectively managed |
| Specific mental health interventions not necessary | Adjustment disorders, bereavement reactions | Usually resolve spontaneously | Supportive help from primary care/self-help groups/voluntary sector usually sufficient |

Source: adapted from Goldberg and Gourney (1997)
overwhelmed. It should therefore be combined with clear referral protocols, plus a programme of support and education to the PHCTs.

The PHCT and social work

A responsive working relationship between primary care and social services may be facilitated by:

- care managers being attached to PHCTs
- coterminosity of boundaries
- a local 24-hour mental health officer service
- a rapid response to requests for help in crises or breakdown of care packages
- a contact telephone number in every care plan.

Where social workers are fully integrated into CMHTs, GPs may relate to social workers as key workers for their patients.

Non-specialist social workers are often involved with families where less severe mental ill health is present. In these cases there is unlikely to be any formal mechanisms for communication and liaison with GPs. Consequently local discussion should take place to determine how best to facilitate information exchange.

Voluntary and community groups

Improving links between primary care and the voluntary sector may also be of benefit for those with less severe mental ill health. It is likely that there would need to be an attitudinal shift and greater availability of information about the effectiveness of local services to enable GPs to make best use of such resources. Establishing personal contacts may be helpful as a starting point to overcoming barriers.*

8 Outcome measures

Much has been written about quality in primary health care and the approaches that can be taken to improving it.248 PCTs have a role in defining, accounting for and improving the quality of mental health provision under clinical governance, whether provided by primary care or by specialist mental health services. Fundamental to the success of clinical governance will be the extent to which there is sharing of beliefs and values, appropriate training to ensure that practitioners can undertake this work and the establishing of structures and processes needed to monitor and co-ordinate quality.249 The generation and monitoring of standards of care is clearly a key part of this agenda. Given that no one model of care can be recommended, it is likely that this process will concentrate on process and outcome rather than structure. The measurement of quality for primary care mental health interventions and services is still in its infancy.250 Attitudes to appropriate measures differ between different stakeholders. A recent Delphi Survey found agreement on only 26% of measures. However, some measures could be used to form the basis for local discussion.251 A number of approaches to developing primary care mental health services have been published recently.**

*How to work with self-help groups: Guidelines for professionals by Judy Wilson (1996) is a useful resource.

**Primary care mental health education (PriMHE), Dr Chris Manning (www.primhe.org).
Whilst all issues need to be addressed at a local level, it may be helpful for the following areas to be considered for quality monitoring.

**Needs assessment**

- Local needs assessment, including incorporation of the views of users and carers.
- Availability of a directory of local services.

**Assessment, detection and management**

- Consultation length and content.
- Continuity of care, patients being followed up by the same GP for at least an episode of illness.
- Benzodiazepine prescribing.
- Lithium prescribing and monitoring.
- Antidepressant prescribing, including dosage.
- Repeat prescriptions of antipsychotic medication and recording if no new assessment has taken place.
- Protocols and training for practice nurses administering depot injection.
- Protocols and training for HVs in postnatal depression.
- Physical health checks for patients with long-term mental ill health.
- Patients with mental ill health for whom social issues have not been addressed (relationships, housing, employment etc.).
- Shared care plans with specialist mental health services.
- Proportion of primary care staff with training in interviewing techniques, e.g. problem-based interviewing.
- Proportion of GPs and other primary care practitioners with recent training in the detection and management of depression, anxiety, unexplained somatic complaints or eating disorders.
- PHCT involvement in Mental Health Act assessment and CPA.
- Training for reception staff in mental health awareness/dealing with bizarre/aggressive behaviour.
- Psychological interventions – the proportion of primary care practitioners who:
  - provide psychological interventions and have had accredited training in a modality that has shown to be effective for their client group
  - receive regular supervision
  - are members of relevant professional bodies.
- Access to a range of psychological interventions in primary care/the community.

**The primary/specialist care interface**

- Proportion of patients with severe and/or long-term mental ill health not known to mental health services.
- Availability of locally agreed policies and procedures.
- Development of local management guidelines.
- Existence of shared care registers.
9 Information and research requirements

The extent to which mental health research has been undertaken in a primary care setting has increased in recent years, but there are still considerable gaps in knowledge. Broad areas for further research include the following.

Prevalence

- Improved understanding of clinical constructs for conditions to inform epidemiological research.
- Longitudinal studies to give a clearer picture on clinical course of disorder.
- Comparison of patients between primary and secondary care.

Assessment, detection and management

- Improved understanding of the impact of iatrogenic, social, financial and legal constraints on patient behaviour and clinical decision making.
- Evaluation of education and training on the behaviours of practitioners.
- Interventions suitable for mild and mixed disorders as they present in clinical practice.
- The components of ‘as usual care’ that make it effective.
- The cost-effectiveness of medical and non-medical interventions.
- The efficacy of low dosage antidepressants.
- The management of depression secondary to physical illness.
- The management of chronic disorder.
- The patient perspective on effectiveness, and how to increase concordance between patient and clinician views.
- The effectiveness of alternative and complementary therapies that patients report to be helpful.

The primary/specialist care interface

- Effectiveness of different skill mix and models of mental health provision in primary care and their interface with specialist mental health care.
Appendix 1: Depression

Introduction

The high prevalence and chronicity of depression is a major public health problem in all countries, not just the industrialised west. Depression is consequently a costly disorder. In the US high health care costs have been shown for depressed patients two to three years after identification by screening, $1500 per person more than non-depressed patients. Antidepressant prescribing alone costs the National Health Service approximately £88 million per annum, increasing by 116% between 1990 and 1995.

In the UK at least 80% of patients identified with depression are treated entirely in primary care. The commonest presentation is of mixed anxiety and depression, with many patients also having alcohol problems.

There is continued concern at the relatively low levels of recognition and treatment received by patients, despite major national campaigns such as the Defeat Depression Campaign.

Terminology and classification

‘Depression’ and ‘anxiety’ are words with such everyday usage that it is particularly important to be clear about what is meant when discussing epidemiology and related issues. The ICD-10 for primary care includes:

- depression – F32
- mixed anxiety and depression – F41.2.

There has been a shift in terminology over recent years away from reactive and endogenous depression to categories based on severity. The term ‘major depression’ refers to depression complying with diagnostic criteria that usually warrants specific treatment, often with medication. ‘Dysthymia’ refers to long-term, low-grade depressed mood (minor depression, sub-syndromal depression). The terms ‘unipolar’ and ‘bipolar’ are also used, the latter referring to depression that occurs in conjunction with manic episodes. Diagnosis should always be thought of in conjunction with disability and chronicity, which are major determinants of quality of life for the individual.

Aetiology

There is an extensive literature on the aetiology of depression, particularly in women. Psychosocial variables and the impact of life events are particularly important. There is an important genetic component for major depression.

Life event research suggests that the following factors are important in the generation of depression.

- **Vulnerability factors**: Loss of mother before the age of 11, three or more children at home, lack of an intimate confidant, lack of outside employment and childhood adversity are all considered important. Internal vulnerability factors, such as low self-esteem, are also important and may be generated by early life experiences.
- **Provoking agents**: For example, major life events that are severe in terms of long-term contextual threat and unpleasantness. These events often involve the experience of loss.
- **Coping styles**: These may mediate the impact of a life event, despite the existence of vulnerability factors.
Other factors that may be important in the aetiology of depression are co-existing medical conditions, particularly those that are chronic and painful. Other psychiatric disorders such as learning disabilities or dementia may also increase the risk of depression.

Understanding aetiology can highlight groups that are at risk and therefore require extra vigilance and thought with respect to detection and preventive activities.

**Epidemiology**

The prevalence of disorder must be understood within the context of the difficulties inherent in fitting most primary care mental ill health into categorical grouping (see section 2) and the consequent importance of sub-syndromal cases.

**Prevalence**

Depression is the most prevalent form of mental disorder in primary care patients throughout the world. In surveys of general practice as many as 25–30% of attendees have been found to have anxiety or depressive symptoms severe enough to interfere with day-to-day functioning. The UK OPCS Surveys show a prevalence of 7.7% for mixed anxiety and depression and 2.1% for depressive episodes. This translates into an average GP having at any one point in time (Table A1.1):

- 180 working age adults with an anxiety disorder, non-psychotic depression or both
- 40 older people with depression.

Bipolar disorder is considerably less common. Estimates of lifetime prevalence are in the order of 1%.

**Table A1.1:** The prevalence of depression and anxiety in the average general practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Weekly prevalence per 1,000 adults aged 16–64</th>
<th>Number of patients aged 16–64 on GP list of 1,800*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed anxiety and depression</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressive episode</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Assumes 63% of GP list is aged 16–64.
Source: OPCS survey

**Factors affecting prevalence**

**Gender**

Most research shows that depression is twice as prevalent in women as in men (Table A1.2).

**Table A1.2:** The prevalence of depression and anxiety in men and women.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Prevalence per 1,000 women</th>
<th>Prevalence per 1,000 men</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed anxiety and depression</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressive episode</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OPCS survey
Ethnicity

There is some evidence to suggest differential rates in minority ethnic groups, but study numbers are small.\textsuperscript{262}

Socio-economic variables

There are many socio-economic variables, particularly those relating to deprivation, such as unemployment, homelessness and urban living, that are associated with depression. About half the variance in prevalence in any general practice can be related to indices of deprivation.\textsuperscript{263}

Mortality

Depression is associated with considerable excess mortality, especially suicide; approximately 15\% of people with major depression will commit suicide.

Effectiveness of services and interventions

The proportion of patients with depression who are accurately identified and who receive appropriate treatment and care is a reasonable comment on the overall effectiveness of service provision. If the findings of some studies are generalisable then the picture is dismal: for instance, only 25\% of all cases of depression and 9\% of cases of anxiety and depression were receiving any intervention.\textsuperscript{264} It must be borne in mind that, given the rate of spontaneous remission, not all cases should be receiving intervention, other than appropriate follow-up/\textsuperscript{\textquotedbl}watchful waiting\textsuperscript{\textquotedbl} .\textsuperscript{265}

The outcome of disorder

Understanding the natural history of depression is important in determining whether interventions are effective or not. Overall, it is estimated that up to 10–25\% of those with major depression will develop chronic depression (at least two years’ duration).\textsuperscript{266} The US Medical Outcomes Study of outpatients showed that those with dysthymia 54\% had a major depressive episode during the two-year follow-up period.\textsuperscript{267} Lower relapse rates might be expected in primary care given that the overall severity of depression is less than that seen in psychiatric outpatients. Functional impairment in dysthymia is, however, comparable to that in major depressive disorder, although symptom severity is less.\textsuperscript{268}

Detection and diagnosis

Recognition rates for GPs varies from 7–70\%; most studies report rates between 30\% and 40\%.\textsuperscript{269} Practice nurses average 23\% recognition in cases of depression and health visitors, compared to GHQ scores, average 50\%.\textsuperscript{270,271} Comorbid anxiety seems to increase the likelihood that depression will be diagnosed.\textsuperscript{272,273} Physical problems appear to impede recognition.\textsuperscript{274–276}

A study of 18 414 consecutive attenders to a representative group of GPs found that the doctors missed one case of clinically significant depression in every 28 consultations.\textsuperscript{277} In most of these cases, they were aware of emotional disturbance, but they did not think it to be clinically significant. In about one third of all the missed cases the patient scored only 1 point above the threshold for case definition. Considering the absence of a gold standard diagnostic definition of depression, the general practitioners in this study did
not appear to perform as badly as other studies suggest. A significant proportion of the missed cases however may be people who suffer from chronic and disabling illness.

As with all mental ill health, the reason for depression not being diagnosed reflects a complex interplay of factors; some that reside in the patient, some in the practitioner and some in their interaction (see ‘Prevalence in primary care populations’ in section 4).

**Management**

Table A1.3 outlines the effectiveness of specific interventions available for the treatment of depression. Appropriate management also involves follow-up, advice giving etc. (see ‘Prevalence in primary care populations’ in section 4). In many cases depression should be treated as a chronic disease, with appropriate chronic disease management such as management protocols and disease registers.

**Table A1.3:** The effectiveness of interventions in the management of depression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disorder</th>
<th>Interventions of known effectiveness</th>
<th>Interventions requiring more research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acute</td>
<td>• Antidepressants for severe and moderate depression, but unclear evidence of effectiveness of medication in acute mild depression (A I-1, op mainly, some primary care research)</td>
<td>• Targeted counselling (where the client group and technique are specific) for mild and moderate depression, some RCT evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cognitive/behavioural therapy, interpersonal therapy, structured problem-solving (A I-1 primary care research)</td>
<td>• Less evidence for non-specific, untargeted counselling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Better evidence for mixed anxiety and depression than pure depression</td>
<td>• Extracts of hypericum for mild and moderate depression: a meta-analysis of randomised controlled trials (RCTs) showed that extracts of hypericum are significantly superior to placebo and similarly effective to standard antidepressants in mild and moderate depression (A I-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>• Maintenance drug therapy or cognitive/behavioural therapy (B I-1)</td>
<td>• Exercise: better quality research required (C I-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysthymia (mild depression lasting 2 years)</td>
<td>• Cognitive/behavioural therapy; interpersonal therapy; structured problem solving (B I-2)</td>
<td>• Further work on relapse prevention and the relative roles of CBT and drug therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Antidepressants in outpatient populations (B II-1)</td>
<td>• Chronic disease management approaches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pharmacological interventions**

There are four main groups of antidepressants:

- tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs), e.g. amitriptyline, imipramine and lofepramine (a modified tricyclic)
- selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors (SSRIs), e.g. fluoxetine (Prozac)
- monoamine oxidase inhibitors (now seldom used)
- newer, expensive, mixed action drugs such as venlafaxine and mirtazapine.
Tricyclics and SSRIs are the most widely prescribed. There are a number of factors that need to be understood when considering the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness literature.

- The two groups have different dosage schedules. Tricyclics have to be titrated up to a known therapeutic dose, usually above 100 mgs per day, whilst SSRIs can be started at a therapeutic dose.
- They have different side effects. Tricyclics have a range of receptor blocking actions, commonly causing dry mouth, constipation, postural hypotension and sedation. SSRIs induce nausea and headache.
- They have different costs. The older tricyclics are much cheaper to prescribe. Generic imipramine is the cheapest, a typical new tricyclic costing eight times as much, and the least expensive SSRI being twice as expensive again.
- They have different toxicities. Tricyclics are associated with 4% of all suicides, in overdose causing cardiac arrhythmias, with the exception of lofepramine, which appears relatively safer in overdose. SSRIs are also relatively safer in overdose.

**Prescribing guidelines**

There is good consensus about some aspects of prescribing antidepressants. Several guidelines concur about the diagnostic indications for antidepressants and the need for correct dosage and duration of treatment. It is thus possible to construct general comments on prescribing in primary care.

- Treatment should be given for episodes of moderate depression. The presence of four symptoms lasting more than two weeks appears to be a useful rule of thumb to identify those who will respond to a tricyclic better than a placebo.
- This applies to antidepressants given in full therapeutic dose. The dose for which there is evidence from clinical trials of superiority over placebo is more than 100 mgs of a tricyclic. The SSRIs all have evidence for efficacy in secondary care patients at or below the lowest tableted dose.
- The dose that is effective for an individual patient should be continued for four to six months after recovery from a first episode. If there has been a history of recurrence, it should be continued for significantly longer.

Randomised controlled trials have shown that adequate treatment according to established guidelines gives a clinical outcome for major depression that is superior to usual treatment. The role of low dose prescribing is unclear. The usual dose of tricyclics in general practice is 50 mgs, GPs report improvements at these low doses and meta-analysis suggests that high and low doses do not confer altered effectiveness, although drop-out rates increase with dose. Clearly further research is needed.

**Cost-effectiveness**

There is little consensus about the merits of different classes of drug as first line treatment. There have been a large number of studies comparing the SSRIs and tricyclics. However, there have been relatively few in primary care, using a representative sample of depressed patients or addressing health economic outcomes. Meta-analyses cannot overcome the methodological limitations of these original studies but may be used to estimate differential efficacy and compliance under relatively ideal prescribing conditions. Bearing in mind the pitfalls of extrapolation from such data to routine practice, meta-analyses suggest that the SSRIs and tricyclics are of roughly equal efficacy when the latter are given in full dose. Translating this to routine clinical practice, however, is far from simple; where variable adherence has a significant impact, drop-out rates for SSRIs are 3–4% lower than for tricyclics.

It has consequently been difficult to demonstrate a clear cost-effectiveness advantage to either SSRIs or tricyclics, once all NHS costs are taken into account. A US HMO-based study compared fluoxetine with
desipramine or imipramine and found that those randomised to fluoxetine had fewer adverse effects, but no greater quality of life.\textsuperscript{287} The extra prescribing costs of fluoxetine were offset by fewer outpatient visits. It has therefore been suggested that the more expensive SSRIs are cost-effective because they have a higher rate of treatment success, which leads to a reduction in the non-medication costs of disproportionately expensive specialist care.\textsuperscript{288} It also seems the case, however, that differences in outcome between active drug and placebo are reduced in less severe depression, which is commonly seen in primary care.\textsuperscript{289} Meta-analyses of published randomised controlled trials suggest that the modified tricyclic, lofepramine, may be a safe and cost-effective alternative to the SSRIs.

Further information from RCTs is likely to be available in the next few years. Furthermore, some SSRIs have lost their patent protection and generic versions will be available at a lower cost. This is likely to make the use of tricyclics as first line treatment less cost-effective and attractive.

\textbf{Treatment adherence}

The extent to which any course of treatment is adhered to is probably determined predominantly by the health beliefs of the public and their doctors. After five years of a national public education campaign only 24\% of the public thought someone with depression should be offered antidepressants and 74\% thought they were addictive.\textsuperscript{290} Fears of dependence are therefore common.\textsuperscript{291,292} Similarly, despite the campaign antidepressants are often prescribed at a dosage and for a duration that does not comply with guidelines.

Follow-up sessions by a nurse may improve continuation with medication, outcomes and patient satisfaction, as can the use of telephone care manager support in conjunction with follow-up\textsuperscript{293,294} (see section 6).

\textbf{Psychological therapies}

There is growing evidence for the effectiveness of cognitive-behavioural, interpersonal and problem-solving approaches in primary care. There is relatively less evidence for non-directive counselling. Other psychotherapeutic approaches do not have sufficient empirical data to either prove or disprove their effectiveness. These approaches can all be used over a relatively short period (less than 20 sessions) and therefore lend themselves well to the primary care setting. There is evidence showing that patients often prefer psychological treatments to drugs, this presenting difficulty for randomisation in some trials.\textsuperscript{295}

There is increasing evidence from RCTs of the effectiveness for cognitive approaches for major depression in primary care, although the evidence for benefit is not as clear-cut as it is for outpatient populations.\textsuperscript{296,297} Meta-analysis has suggested that cognitive therapy is equivalent to either behavioural therapy or antidepressants for mild to moderate depression.\textsuperscript{298} The impact of cognitive approaches on relapse prevention is not clear. Meta-analysis has suggested that five out of the eight trials included showed a preventative effect of cognitive therapy on relapse rate.\textsuperscript{299} Most studies show a higher response rate and some reduction in relapse when cognitive approaches were used in combination with pharmacotherapy, at least in outpatient populations.\textsuperscript{300,301}

In a small number of studies, interpersonal therapy has been shown to be effective, but it is far less prevalent as a clinical intervention than cognitive behavioural approaches.\textsuperscript{302,303} Meta-analyses suggest that cognitive-behavioural approaches and interpersonal therapy show superiority over psychodynamically oriented therapies.\textsuperscript{304}

Brief problem-solving approaches have also been evaluated in primary care. A study comparing outcomes between a psychiatrist and a trained GP treating patients with major depression suggested that outcomes were as good as those produced by adequate antidepressant treatment and twice as effective as placebo.\textsuperscript{305} A further study by the same group suggested that the combination of problem solving with antidepressant medication was no more effective than either treatment alone.\textsuperscript{306} In both studies a
significant number of referred patients were excluded, as their depression was not severe enough. An international trial showed problem solving to reduce caseness and improve subjective functioning in comparison to a control group at four months (in individuals with depression or adjustment disorders, identified by a community survey). At 12 months, however, difference only remained for subjective improvement.

The effectiveness of non-directive counselling remains contentious. Some studies have suggested that it is no more effective than ‘as usual’ GP care. However, more recently, comparison of non-directive counselling, cognitive/behavioural therapy and ‘as usual’ GP care suggested benefit for both psychological therapies at four months (approximately 30% were also being prescribed antidepressants, approximately half those in the ‘as usual’ care group), but no difference in self-reported outcome at one year for those with moderately severe depression. Economic evaluation in this study suggested short-term cost-effectiveness, but no long-term difference in cost between the three groups. A recent study comparing generic counselling with antidepressants in primary care for mild to moderate depression, suggested that counselling was as effective, although those taking antidepressants got better more quickly. However, as many patients expressed a preference for one treatment or the other, sample sizes were small and there may be longer-term outcomes that are different between the groups.

**St John’s Wort (Hypericum)**

Hypericum has received increasing publicity as an over the counter preparation with antidepressant action. It has monoamine oxidase inhibitor qualities. A meta-analysis of randomised controlled trials showed that extracts of hypericum are significantly superior to placebo and similarly effective to standard antidepressants in mild and moderate depression. A recent German randomised, double blind, placebo-controlled trial with eight week follow-up showed that a standardised dose of hypericum extract was more effective than placebo and as effective as 100 mgs imipramine (reduction in self-rated and standardised rating scores) for treating moderate depression in general practice. Further research has shown equivalence with imipramine at 150 mgs dose. This study suggested that patients tolerate hypericum better. Further research comparing higher doses of antidepressants over longer periods taking into account patient preference is clearly needed.

**Exercise**

There is some research to suggest that exercise may be helpful as an adjunct in the treatment of depression. However, meta-analysis of RCTs up until 1999 concluded that the effectiveness of exercise in reducing the symptoms of depression could not be definitely determined because of a lack of good quality research.

**Summary**

- Depression is very common in primary care populations, particularly in women.
- It is often associated with physical illness and other mental disorders, particularly anxiety.
- It is a long-term, relapsing condition for many sufferers and should be treated as a chronic disease.
- It can be effectively treated with both pharmacological and psychological interventions, but is often missed and under-treated.
- Alternative approaches to management exist, with increasing evidence for the effectiveness of hypericum and equivocal literature for exercise.
Appendix 2: Anxiety disorders

Introduction

The symptoms of anxiety, such as worry, restlessness, reduced concentration and poor memory are extremely widespread and may be presenting symptoms for a wide range of disorders, both physical and psychological. These symptoms represent the action of the autonomic nervous system on the body and can therefore affect all aspects of physiology. People with anxiety disorders also have specific and recurring psychological symptoms, fears that they recognise as being irrational or unrealistic and intrusive.

Symptoms of anxiety are commonly short-term and self-limiting in reaction to a stressful event. For a significant number of people, however, anxiety disorders are long-term and cause significant disability. The majority of sufferers can be managed in general practice and do not require referral to specialist services.

Terminology and classification

Anxiety disorders include generalised anxiety disorder (GAD), phobias, panic, obsessive compulsive disorder and somatoform disorders. ICD-10 for primary care covers these disorders in the following categories:

- phobic disorder – F40
- panic disorder – F 41.0
- generalised anxiety disorder – F 41.1.

It is unclear how useful specific categories are for those patients presenting to primary care, as comorbidity of two or more anxiety disorders is common, as is the co-existence of anxiety and depression. Other disorders such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and adjustment disorder are important parts of the spectrum of anxiety disorders. The latter term is used for the group of patients who present with an acute anxiety reaction who, prior to the provoking event, were in good mental health.

Aetiology

Risk factors for anxiety and related problems include personality type, cognitive, behavioural, familial and social variables. Environmental issues are also important, for example the fear of crime, particularly when in conjunction with other factors.

There is no clear genetic component to anxiety disorders, although ways of responding to events may be learnt by exposure to negative responses by family/social group members. As with depression, life events have been linked to the onset of anxiety. It is thought that events associated with threat, rather than loss as in depression, are of particularly relevance for anxiety disorders, for example in PTSD. In comorbid depression and anxiety, it seems that anxiety has an earlier onset and thus may predispose to depression.
Epidemiology

Prevalence

The assessment of prevalence is problematic given the high levels of comorbidity, particularly with depressive illness and between different types of anxiety disorders. In addition, many studies have not used reliable measures. The OPCS Surveys give prevalence rates for the community (Table A2.1). The numbers seen in general practice will, as with all disorders, be higher: around a sixth of patients consulting their GP are ‘generally anxious’. The prevalence of specific disorder is lower: an international multi-centre study suggests rates of GAD of 8.5%, agoraphobia 1.5% and panic disorder 2.2%. This gives an overall prevalence of 12.2% for defined anxiety disorders, only a minority of whom actually present complaining of anxiety. Some estimates suggest that one in every 20 people will develop GAD at some point in their lives.

Table A2.1: The prevalence of anxiety disorders in the average general practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Weekly prevalence per 1,000 adults aged 16–64</th>
<th>Number of patients aged 16–64 on GP list of 1,800*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generalised anxiety</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All phobias</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessive-compulsive disorder</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panic disorder</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Assumes 63% of GP list is aged 16–64.
Source: OPCS survey

Comorbidity

Studies suggest that depression is associated with anxiety disorders in approximately half of cases. Severity and disability are increased significantly when GAD or panic are associated with depression, similarly for panic and agoraphobia.

Effectiveness of services and interventions

The outcome of disorder

Anxiety disorders are mainly chronic, almost by definition, as short-lived anxiety reactions to life events are categorised as adjustment disorders. Follow-up in the US Epidemiological Catchment Area Study suggests that their chronicity is somewhat less than schizophrenia and the same as affective disorders. Severity may be a reasonable predictor of prognosis. In a study of a spectrum of non-severe mental ill health, symptoms were likely to be still present at six months if they remained severe one month after initial consultation with the GP.

Detection and diagnosis

The WHO international study already quoted found that patients with GAD plus depression and patients with agoraphobia plus panic were more likely to seek medical help and be recognised by GPs as having
psychiatric problems than other forms of anxiety.\textsuperscript{330} In an earlier study, GPs diagnosed an anxiety disorder in 7.8% of normal controls, 39% of people with sub-threshold GAD, 33% of people with GAD, 47.9% of patients with GAD plus depression; 38.7% of patients with agoraphobia, 53.3% of patients with panic disorder and 64.3% of patients with agoraphobia and panic.\textsuperscript{331} It seems that GPs are more likely to detect those with greater severity and disability.

The reasons for such findings are speculative, but must include patients presenting with physical symptoms and the common mixed presentation of ill-defined anxiety syndromes and social problems (see Appendix 3).

**Management**

There are well proven treatments for anxiety disorders using medication and psychological interventions. However, these treatments have not been well studied, or not studied at all, in primary care settings. It is therefore not possible to be sure of their effectiveness for the majority of the mixed presentation anxiety seen in primary care. An overview of effective interventions is found in Table A2.2.

**Table A2.2:** The effectiveness of interventions in the management of anxiety disorders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disorder</th>
<th>Interventions of known effectiveness</th>
<th>Interventions requiring more research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panic, with or without agoraphobia</td>
<td>- Some antidepressants: B I-1&lt;br&gt;- Short-term use of anxiolytics (but relapse common on discontinuing medication): A I-1</td>
<td>- Targeted counselling for specific related psycho-social problems: evidence is variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalised anxiety</td>
<td>- Cognitive/behavioural therapies: A I-1</td>
<td>- Non-specific, untargeted counselling: evidence is unfavourable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessive-compulsive disorder</td>
<td>- Some antidepressants&lt;br&gt;- Behaviour/cognitive therapies: A I-1</td>
<td>- Non-specific relaxation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pharmacological interventions**

- **Benzodiazepines:** A systematic review of RCTs of benzodiazepines showed that they are an effective and rapid treatment for GAD.\textsuperscript{332} In a primary care setting, however, anxiolytic drugs such as the benzodiazepines seem no more effective in the management of less severe disorders, some of which will be anxiety disorders, than psychological approaches.\textsuperscript{333} The potential for benzodiazepine dependence and tolerance over time is now well recognised. These drugs therefore have a role in the short-term management of acute anxiety, prescribed for a limited number of days, but are not appropriate for long-term use.

- **Antidepressants:** RCTs show antidepressants, particularly those working on the 5-HT system, e.g. SSRIs, to be effective to some extent in panic disorder and GAD, at least in secondary care populations.\textsuperscript{334,335} Tricyclics, SSRIs, monamine oxidase inhibitors and benzodiazepines are thought to have roughly comparable efficacy in the short term (8–12 weeks). Side effects of tricyclics may, however, prove problematic. Short-term use of medication commonly results in relapse. Longer-term use is recommended (12–18 months), after which period the relapse rate is not known. The best evidence for effectiveness is for imipramine, clomipramine, paroxetine and citalopram. However, this is not proven in primary care populations.\textsuperscript{336}
• The role of antidepressants for the treatment of phobias is less clear. For social phobia, treatment with paroxetine may result in symptom improvement in the short term. Again, relapse rates are very high after discontinuation and after longer-term treatment are not known.337,338 Psychotherapeutic interventions have been shown more effective than medication (see below).

• **Buspirone**: A meta-analysis of drug studies suggests that in GAD buspirone had a much lower effect size than either benzodiazepines or antidepressants and its onset is slow (up to four weeks). Problems with dependence and withdrawal are minimal compared to benzodiazepines.339

• **Beta-blockers**: Beta-blockers, which negate the effects of the autonomic nervous system and hence ameliorate the physical symptoms of anxiety, may be helpful in the management of event specific anxiety, e.g. exam nerves.340 There is, however, no good RCT looking at use in GAD.

**Psychological therapies**

The effectiveness of cognitive/behavioural approaches in the management of a wide range of anxiety disorders has been well established by RCTs.341

In GAD, cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT) and anxiety management have been found the most effective of psychological treatments. Medication and psychological therapies were found equally effective in the short-term, but the gains of CBT and anxiety management were maintained at six months.342

In panic disorder an overview of the literature concluded that 85% of chronic patients stay well at between one- and two-year follow-up after treatment with CBT.343 In addition, where agoraphobic fear and avoidance is present along with panic, exposure (a behavioural treatment) proved to be twice as effective as alprazolam.344 There is also some evidence that treatment for panic disorder can be used effectively in primary care.345

Exposure plus cognitive therapy has been shown to be effective for social phobia and exposure plus CBT for agoraphobia.346

Structured problem-solving methods can help patients to manage current life problems or stresses which contribute to anxiety symptoms.347 Simple problem-solving counselling has been shown to be effective in primary care for a range of less severe mental ill health.348

**Self-help**

Consensus plus some – usually small – trials suggest that there are several self-help approaches that may be effective. A review of studies suggests that they show promise as first-line interventions for anxiety disorders in primary care, although more severely ill patients will require more specialist interventions.349 For example, giving an audiotape and booklet to patients with chronic anxiety can lead to reduced scores for depression as well as anxiety.350 Similarly, patients with GAD and panic disorder can be helped by receiving literature on anxiety in addition to the usual care from their GP351 Learning self-help skills through reading, supported by contact with a clinician, may lead to significant symptom improvement. Increasing clinician contact led to greater numbers improving.352 Computer-aided and telephone-guided programmes are also becoming available.

Patients with phobias may benefit from self-administered behavioural treatments, involving gradual exposure to feared objects or situations.

A controlled trial of a general practice based class teaching self-care skills, relaxation, stress management, medication, nutrition and exercise has also showed improvements for individuals, which were maintained at one year.353
Social support

Improving social supports by training informal providers (e.g. former clients) may be a cost-effective strategy for creating access to a range of services. This is the approach taken by self-help groups such as No Panic, Triumph over Phobia and the National Phobics Society.

Hypnosis and relaxation therapies

These complementary approaches are often reported as being of help in dealing with anxiety disorders. The evidence base is not well developed, although there is some evidence from small RCTs that suggests that they can reduce anxiety in response to stressful situations or for treating panic disorders in combination with cognitive approaches. Further good quality research is needed.

Summary

- Anxiety symptoms are very common and usually resolve spontaneously.
- Anxiety disorders are less common and may be associated with significant disability.
- Good evidence exists for the effectiveness of psychotherapeutic interventions, particularly cognitive-behavioural approaches.
- Some evidence exists for the effectiveness of drug therapies, complementary approaches, such as relaxation techniques and self-help.
- More research in primary care populations is needed.
Appendix 3: Unexplained somatic complaints

Introduction

Some people tend to present and explain psychosocial distress in terms of physical complaints and bodily dysfunction. Hence the use of the term 'somatisation', derived from the Greek word *soma* – the body. The fact that mental disorder may commonly present in this way in primary care is one explanation for the relative under-detection of frank psychiatric disorder.

The impact of unexplained somatic complaints on the use of health care resources is significant.\(^{358–360}\) For the NHS, estimates suggest that ‘signs, symptoms and ill defined conditions’ (some of which will be somatisation) are the fifth highest reason for consultation with general practitioners, the third largest category of hospital expenditure and the highest single source of outpatient expenditure.\(^{361}\)

Terminology and classification

Within ICD-10, somatoform disorders are in the F40 chapter, with other neurotic and stress-related disorders. Primary care ICD-10 contains the chapter ‘unexplained somatic complaints’ (F45).

In many clinical and research situations, it is difficult to distinguish between health-related anxiety (hypochondriasis), medically unexplained symptoms, actual somatoform disorder and those with physical symptoms and comorbid depression/anxiety, who present with somatisation.

There is a poorly understood overlap between somatoform disorders and medically unexplained symptoms, they are diagnoses of exclusion. There are many patients for whom no conventional diagnosis can be made for persistent symptoms or clusters of symptoms. Clearly, some will have disorder presenting in an unconventional way, some have disorder as yet undescribed, some a psychological cause for their symptoms and some will have both a physical and a psychological disorder.

It is also difficult to adequately categorise patients with unexplained medical symptoms. Many specialties have a category of functional illness to describe those conditions where it is thought that there is a significant psychological component, e.g. irritable bowel syndrome or fibromyalgia. Although there have been attempts to operationalise some of these conditions, there is often difficulty in describing a defining set of symptoms and consequently there is often overlap with other conditions.\(^{362}\)

These difficulties have led to the questioning of the clinical validity of these disorders. It is likely that a mixed group of patients is being described as clinical course; outcome and utilisation of resources may be significantly different for individuals with the same label.

Epidemiology

A precise estimate of prevalence is hard to find given the definitional/classification difficulties described and the fact that research setting and ascertainment methodologies vary greatly.

The majority of patients with psychosocial problems in primary care present, at least initially, with physical symptoms.\(^{363,364}\) Some of these patients may also have co-existing physical illness, which, however, may not be the explanation for the symptoms presented. A Canadian study described the presentation of patients in primary care.\(^{365}\) Just under a third had a high score on a research depression scale, indicating significant depression or anxiety; of these only 15% could be classified as psychosocial presenters, i.e. this is how they initially presented their problem to the doctor. A further 34% described psychosocial causes for their physical symptoms and 26% accepted a psychosocial explanation for their problems when asked directly. The remaining 25% rejected the possibility that there could be a psychosocial
cause to their illness, i.e. true somatisers. True somatisers did not differ markedly in their socio-demographic characteristics, except that there were more men in the somatisation group. UK research has also shown high scores for depression and anxiety in a majority of patients identified by GPs as having long-standing medically unexplained symptoms. More women than men were identified in this study. This suggests that men’s symptoms may not become chronic, they stop consulting their GPs, or that GPs have a bias towards identification of women.

 Appropriately, many general practice consultations do not result in a diagnosis. It is likely that many of these patients do not return and recover. Estimates for truly unexplained medical symptoms in general practice vary, but may be in the region of 20–25% of consultations. Up to 5% of patients in general practice are estimated to be frequent attenders with somatising symptoms. A proportion of these will have undiagnosed psychiatric disorder. A study from the Netherlands suggested that 45% of frequent somatising attenders had a depressive or anxiety disorder, often unrecognised. A US study of 55 patients with panic disorder referred by family doctors psychiatrists suggested that most had presented with somatic complaints, which had been misdiagnosed for months or years. Cardiac, gastrointestinal and neurological symptoms were the most common. There is a high prevalence of medically unexplained symptoms in settings outside general practice such as gastroenterology, cardiology or gynecology outpatient clinics. Estimates of prevalence vary, but figures of 25% of attendees are not uncommon. A proportion of these patients will have a predominantly psychosocial cause for their symptomatology or undiagnosed psychiatric disorder.

**Effectiveness of services and interventions**

*The outcome of disorder*

The terminological difficulties described have an impact on both ascertaining the outcome of disorder and the effectiveness of interventions. It is currently hard to identify individuals that will respond to conservative treatment and those who will go on to develop enduring difficulties. If identifiable, the latter group could be subject to early intervention, which could prevent the inappropriate and costly use of what may be unnecessary investigations and other resources.

**Management**

*Explanation/information*

Communication skills are of central importance for all health professionals: being able to listen, show an understanding of a patient’s concerns and give information about health, illness and treatment in terms that can be understood. These skills are of particular importance when physical and mental ill health overlap. However, in one study patients with long-standing medically unexplained symptoms reported finding their GP’s explanations of little help in understanding their condition. Most explanations were seen as a rejection of the patient’s suffering. Explanations that were found to be empowering shared some features of cognitive treatment approaches, such as reattribution.

There is some evidence to suggest that improvements in management can be made. One study showed that GPs given advice (via a letter) on how to deal with people who somatise referred nearly a third fewer patients to secondary medical and surgical specialties. It is unclear, however, whether there was improved outcome for the patients.

Well-described advice on how best to manage these patients in primary care, using a mixture of understanding, advice and management plans, has been formulated. Primary care professionals can
be taught to improve recognition and management by using a reattribution model for symptoms.\textsuperscript{378,379} Four key stages have been identified:

- provide clear information about the negative physical examination and investigations, whilst acknowledging the reality of the physical symptoms
- state the relevant mood and associated symptoms and refer to the psychosocial factors identified
- explain the relationship between mood and physical symptoms/pain
- emphasise the positive aspects of treatment and provide reality-based reassurance.\textsuperscript{380}

Evaluation of this approach suggests that training can decrease referral costs by 23\% with no corresponding increase in primary care costs. Better outcomes in those patients, at least those who were prepared to consider a psychological explanation for their symptoms, have also been described.\textsuperscript{381,382}

\textbf{Psychological therapies}

Brief psychological therapies using cognitive or dynamic approaches may be effective in the management of somatisation.\textsuperscript{383,384} Problem-solving approaches may also be of use in primary care, but further effectiveness studies are needed.\textsuperscript{385} It is likely that patients with a very long history of symptoms and marked abnormal illness behaviour are unlikely to respond to brief intervention.

\textbf{Pharmacological treatments}

Antidepressant therapy should be tried in patients who have medically unexplained symptoms and who are depressed, if they will accept it. There is some evidence of the value of antidepressants, particularly tricyclics, in some patients with ‘psychogenic’ pain.\textsuperscript{386} A systematic review of randomised, controlled trials of the use of antidepressants in patients who were depressed with a range of coexisting physical illness also suggests that antidepressants are effective in relieving depression in this group.\textsuperscript{387}

\textbf{Summary}

- Mental ill health commonly presents in general practice with physical complaints or somatisation.
- Some patients will then accept that there is a psychological problem, whilst others will not and a small number suffer from true somatoform disorder.
- This group of disorders is ill defined and consequently is difficult to research.
- Primary care practitioners can be taught to help patients to deal with their symptoms through a process of reattribution.
- Cognitive/behavioural and problem-solving interventions may be effective in some individuals.
- Antidepressants are appropriate in those who are depressed and will accept treatment.
Appendix 4: Adjustment disorder

Introduction

The term ‘adjustment disorder’ refers to a short-lived (a few weeks or months) episode of anxiety in reaction to a stressful event. A range of relatively non-specific symptoms are experienced, such as feeling overwhelmed, unable to cope, depressed, anxious, worried, having difficulty sleeping and interference with performance of usual daily routines. Symptoms may also be primarily somatic, e.g. headaches, gastrointestinal symptoms, chest pain and/or palpitations. In order to make a diagnosis of adjustment disorder there should be evidence that the symptoms would not have developed without the stressful event, i.e. the individual does not normally have symptoms of anxiety.

Terminology and classification

Clearly not everyone reacts to adverse life events in this way. However, the distinction between normality and disorder may be difficult to make. In fact, if the symptoms last over six months, then alternative diagnoses should be considered, such as depression, generalised anxiety disorder or panic disorder. Abnormal or traumatic grief reactions are a special form of adjustment disorder.

ICD-10 for primary care includes adjustment disorder under F43.

Epidemiology

Prevalence

Most cases of adjustment disorder will be seen in primary care, and prevalence rates are high. There is some evidence that different understandings of adjustment disorder contribute to misunderstandings between primary and secondary care clinicians. In a large primary care study, psychiatrists agreed with GPs that mental disorder was present in approximately 50% of cases. The other patients identified by GPs as having a disorder were mainly suffering from anxiety, worries, marital difficulties and other adjustment reactions, but whose symptoms were not of sufficient severity or duration to meet psychiatric diagnostic criteria.388

Effectiveness of services and interventions

The outcome of disorder

People undergoing certain kinds of stressful life events, such as divorce, unemployment or bereavement are at increased risk of developing a mental disorder and may also be vulnerable to developing physical illness.389,390

People with adjustment disorder may experience high levels of distress in the short term. A US study examined the relationship between self-reported distress and mood disturbance in a primary care population.391 It found that, in the primary care sample, most distressed patients did not have a mood disturbance of more than short-term duration and that distress without mood disturbance was associated with little impairment. It concluded that, for this group of people, it might be very difficult to show an advantage for active treatment over no intervention.

A small US follow-up study carried out in the 1970s reported the five-year outcome for 48 adults given a diagnosis of adjustment disorder in an outpatient setting: 71% (34) were completely well and had suffered
no further complications during the five years and 8% (4) were well, but had suffered depression or alcoholism in the intervening period. The remaining 22% (10) were found to be suffering from a specific disorder, usually major depression plus alcohol misuse and 4% (2) had committed suicide. The outcome for adjustment disorder in primary care is likely to be significantly better, given that this study was of psychiatric outpatients. For a minority, however, symptoms may become chronic and future assessment for depression and/or alcohol misuse is likely to be important.

There are few studies that address how to identify those individuals who will go on to develop depression or anxiety disorders. The US study quoted above found that those who went on to develop major depression and had poorer outcomes at five years had more chronic symptoms at initial presentation.

There is good evidence from longitudinal studies on those individuals who are at risk of developing abnormal grief reactions. The factors, which increase risk, include:

- a history of mental disorder
- unexpected or violent death of a loved one, especially homicide or suicide or where the body is not present
- death of spouse or child
- ambivalence in the relationship between the dead person and the bereaved person
- lack of social support.

Signs that the grief is becoming abnormal include severe depressive symptoms of retardation, guilt, feelings of worthlessness, hopelessness or suicidal ideation of a severity or duration that significantly interferes with daily living.

**Management**

Interventions for adjustment disorder have not been extensively studied, either in primary or secondary care. Most recommendations for management of adjustment disorder are therefore based on the experience of clinicians.

The management advised by a consensus of experienced clinicians comprises support and advice in primary care. A combination of education (e.g. about how anxiety can manifest itself physically), reassurance, advice on coping or problem solving, targeted supportive and practical help (e.g. welfare advice, relationship counselling) and passage of time is recommended. An invitation to return for a second consultation with the GP or nurse in a few weeks ‘to see how things are going’ may also help individuals get through the period of stress.

Not many primary care studies exist to either support or challenge this advice. It is likely that in the majority of cases specialist mental health service intervention does not confer additional advantage over care as usual in primary care.

Medication should be reserved for severe anxiety symptoms, when anxiolytics can be used for a few days, or if the individual meets the criteria for major depression, in which case they should be treated appropriately.

**Self-help and the community/voluntary sector**

Many organisations provide supportive help and information for people experiencing particular problems of living, such as bereavement and relationship problems.

Coping strategy advice, targeted supportive and practical help (e.g. welfare advice, relationship counselling) and the passage of time may all be helpful.
Management of bereavement

Approaches to supporting bereaved individuals in primary care are based on professional consensus. This would include ensuring that the individual had access to a confiding and supportive relationship with the opportunity to cry and talk about their loss and feelings. Avoiding prescribing benzodiazepines is also important, unless on a short-term basis where the individual is very distressed by severe insomnia. GPs or other members of the primary care team can also have a role in preparing the individual for a forthcoming bereavement.

There is some evidence from small, uncontrolled trial to suggest that, in high-risk groups, focused bereavement counselling may improve long-term outcome.396

Organisations such as Cruse can provide advice and focused bereavement counselling.

Summary

- Adjustment disorders are common, but not well researched.
- Supportive advice and follow-up may be of benefit.
- Appropriate treatment interventions should be provided for those that develop depressive or anxiety disorders.
Appendix 5: Eating disorders

Introduction

Eating disorders are common and include the conditions of bulimia nervosa, anorexia nervosa and binge-eating disorder. Obesity alone is not included in psychiatric diagnostic systems. At any one point in time up to 10% of the female population may be affected by some eating difficulties. There is a spectrum of severity from mild, self-limiting difficulty or disorder amenable to self-help to severe debilitating illness with significant mortality. Anorexia has the highest mortality of any single psychiatric illness, including deaths from medical complications, starvation and suicide.

Classification and terminology

Eating disorders, anorexia and bulimia, are included in both DSM-IV and ICD-10, although the criteria for diagnosis are somewhat different. DSM-IV also describes research criteria for binge-eating disorder. Eating disorders are included in the ICD-10 for primary care under F50.

The key components for diagnosis are described in the following sections.

Bulimia nervosa

Recurrent episodes of binge eating and compensatory behaviours to combat weight gain such as fasting, use of laxatives, self-induced vomiting or excessive exercise. The individual has an undue preoccupation with body shape and weight. Low self-esteem and low self-confidence are integral parts of the disorder.

Anorexia nervosa

Individuals typically avoid high calorie foods and are very preoccupied with food and meal preparation, leading to significant loss of body weight. Vomiting, the use of laxatives and obsessive exercise may all be part of the condition. Despite severe emaciation, individuals may continue to feel well, having a distorted body image.

Binge-eating disorder

This is a newer diagnostic concept included in the appendix of DSM-IV and as atypical disorder in ICD-10. It consists of recurrent episodes of binge eating not associated with inappropriate compensatory behaviours or occurring during an episode of anorexia or bulimia.

Epidemiology

Prevalence and incidence

Bulimia nervosa

The incidence rate varies with age. The average age of onset is 18 years with 25% developing disorder under age 16. In young women incidence rates of 52/100,000 have been found, 13/100,000 for the general population. The overall prevalence is approximately 1–3% of women or over 5% if partial syndromes are included. Figures of 0.25% have been found in young men. Women with a history of dieting are at significantly greater risk of developing the disorder.
**Anorexia nervosa**

In Britain, the incidence of disorder is 7/100,000, or 4000 new cases per year. The prevalence in young women ranges from 0.1–1%.402

**Binge-eating disorder**

2% of community samples meet the criteria for BED.403

**Factors affecting prevalence**

**Time trends**

Bulimia nervosa was first described in 1979. During the period 1988 to 1993, there was an apparent threefold increase in cases presenting to primary care. It is difficult to know how much of this reflects increased recognition rather than changes in underlying incidence.404

There have also been reports that there has been an increase in incidence of anorexia, but again changes in recognition must be taken into account.

**Socio-demographic factors**

Ninety percent of cases of anorexia and bulimia are in women with a typical age of onset in the late teens. Cases are more prevalent in occupations where slimness is valued, e.g. dancers, models and performers. Binge-eating disorder (BED) shows a male to female ratio in occurrence of 3:2.

Anorexia has been found more commonly in lower social classes and bulimia has an even class distribution.405,406 Bulimia is more prevalent in large cities over other urban areas and rural communities.407

**Comorbidity**

Other psychiatric disorders are commonly associated with eating disorders. In bulimia there is a 36–70% lifetime risk of major depression; anxiety is similarly common.408 Approximately 30% of those with bulimia have a history of PTSD.409 Similar proportions have a history of anorexia. Depression is found in approximately 50% of those with anorexia.

Comorbidity is more likely in clinic than in community samples, with personality disorder, substance misuse and self-injury commonly found.410

Physical complications affecting the gastro-intestinal, cardiovascular and gynaecological systems are also commonly found in both bulimia and anorexia.

Binge-eating disorder commonly occurs with obesity.

**Effectiveness of services and interventions**

Key issues in assessing the effectiveness literature are:

- compliance with treatment of all modalities may be low, with high drop-out rates, particularly for medication and some inpatient regimens
- some of the most severely affected may be excluded from treatment trials
- most trials are not in primary care populations
- follow-up times are often short.
Outcome of disorder

Bulimia nervosa

For those that receive treatment, 50–70% are symptom-free at 5–10 years, the median length of illness being 3–6 years. Mortality rates are between 0.3% and 1.1%. Poor outcomes are associated with the severity of bingeing, associated personality disorder and depression. A small number, 3–4%, develop anorexia or other eating disorders.

Anorexia nervosa

The median length of illness is six years. Thirty percent have a poor prognosis. Abnormally low serum albumin levels and a low body weight (60% of average) are predictors of poor outcome. Mortality rates are between 3% and 4%.

Binge-eating disorder

Little is known about outcomes. There is some suggestion that, of those treated, most have no disorder at six years.

Detection and diagnosis

As with other mental ill health, detection in primary care is low – primary care physicians detect between 12% and 50% of cases. The SCOFF questionnaire is a short tool designed to detect eating disorders and aid treatment. It has been shown to be efficient at detection of adult eating disorders in primary care.

Management

Bulimia nervosa

Cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) is the most widely used treatment. It has been evaluated in both RCTs and systemic reviews. A usual course consists of between 16 and 20 sessions. At completion 40–60% of patients are symptom-free, with gains maintained at five years. Self-help with some therapist support has also been found to effective. Interpersonal therapy has been shown to be as effective as cognitive behavioural therapy at one-year follow-up, although CBT showed earlier gains. Early studies using motivational enhancement suggest short-term outcomes similar to CBT.

Randomised controlled trials of medication, varying from appetite suppressants to opioid antagonists, antidepressants and mood stabilisers, have been undertaken. Systematic reviews of RCTs suggest that antidepressants may decrease bingeing and depressive symptoms in the short term, although long-term effects are less clear. The combination of CBT and antidepressants is more effective than antidepressants or placebo and probably equivalent to CBT alone.

Complex cases with significant co-morbidity and/or histories of abuse are less likely to respond to simple treatment approaches as described and these cases are often excluded from treatment trials. More prolonged psychological interventions may be appropriate here, as with those who do not respond to short-term intervention. The role of day-care and inpatient care needs further evaluation, as do other psychological therapies such as dialectical behavioural and cognitive analytic therapies.
Anorexia nervosa

There are few RCTs to assess effectiveness. The age of the patient and the severity of disorder will usually determine which treatment is most appropriate. Brief, focused outpatient psychotherapy can be effective and prevent relapse for those less severely affected. Family therapy is often recommended for younger patients. Inpatient care may be necessary for those with severe weight loss. Regimes have changed significantly over the past 15 years with a move away from the more punishing approaches. Less punitive regimes are thought to be as effective as the older more coercive ones. Day care has also shown promising results. A small randomised trial of intensive inpatient treatment versus day care with CBT showed, at three-year follow-up, fewer relapses, more stable weight and fewer admissions in the day care group.

Binge-eating disorder

CBT can help to reduce bingeing and is effective in pure self-help and therapist-guided programmes. Medication, including antidepressants, anorectic agents and opiate antagonists may also reduce bingeing in the short-term.

Models of service delivery

Large areas of the country have no access to dedicated NHS eating disorder services. This is reflected in significant private sector provision.

Different models of service provision exist, including local comprehensive community-based services to highly specialist treatment centres. A range of services is required, given the range of disorder. Specialisation is likely to be required for some patients, such as those with complex disorder or those who do not respond to initial treatment. There is a significant role for primary care, albeit with appropriately skilled practitioners and with support from specialist services.

Summary

- Eating disorders are common in the female population; they are much less common in the male population.
- CBT is an effective treatment for less severe cases of bulimia.
- Evidence for the effectiveness of treatments for anorexia and severe bulimia is more limited.
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